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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

NOT TOO OLD TO RESIST THE HUNS.—The Germans
are in occupation of nearly the whole of Belgian territory, but
there is not the slightest spiritual recognition of this alien yoke
on the part of the inhabitants. This photograph illustrates a
touching incident which occurs regularly at a certain village in
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the war zone. The old, enfeebled peasant, although his house
is razed to the ground by shells, refuses to leave for ever the
scene where he has passed the greater part of his life, the spot
dear to him with associations of a lifetime. He returns daily.
only to be warned off by German soldiery.
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What I T ink of the Turk
By SIR WILLIAM M. RAMSAY
Author of "Impressions of Turkey," etc.

Sir William Mitchell Ramsay, the celebrated Oriental scholar, probably knows more about
the Turk at home than any other British writer. His famous archoological work in Asia
Minor, carried on for many years, afforded him unrivalled opportunities for studying the
Turkish people, and several of his books are entirely devoted to Turkish life: ;He also wrote
in 1909 an important work on " The Revolution in Constantinople and Turkey." _ So many
false impressions abound as to the real character o/ the Turk, so little is clearly understood
by the general public as to the different races of the crumbling Ottoman Empire, that we have
asked Sir William to put his knowledge of this subjectat the disposal of the- readers of THE
WAR ILLUSTRATED, and the result is the very interesting and informative article printed below.

O

NE must always distinguish between the simple,
natural, uneducated. Turk and the Turk, who has
been subjected to the process called (and in his
case miscalled) education. Educated Turks, in the real
sense, I have not met ; because when I find a Turk who
is educated, I also find that he has the minimum of Turkish
blood in him. A member of the Turkish F'arliament, who
had education, knowledge,' ideals, and a library, and who
had suffered much under the reign of Abdul Hamid, said
to me, " What is Osmanli ? I call myself an Osmanli,
but my father was an Albanian and my mother was a
Circassian." He had not a dmpjof Turk—i.e. Osmanli—
blood in his veins.
The very word " Turk " is colloquially used to express
a certain degree of contempt. "Turk-head " is a term
of opprobrium, meaning " stupid fellow " ; it does not
express violent dislike or antagonism, but a sort-of goodhumoured blame for well-meaning stupidity. " Osmanli
is a term of respect, but it is not strictly racial ; it indicates
strictly the people of Osman, the greatTurkish leader of the
early fourteenth century, who raised his own tribe of Turks
to be predominant among all the Turkish peoples of Asia
Minor. In talking to a stranger, one who is polite does not
ask if he is a Turk ; one asks if he is Osmanli ; later,
when it is clear that the term is used about blood and race,
one may ask if he is Turk.
European Education and Bad Morals
Pure Circassians, living for two generations in Asia Minor,
however, would rarely accept the designation Osmanli,
but proudly claim to be Circassian, unless they have been
born and bred in the official class. All alike talk of " Turk "
with the same innuendo ; it carries the same connotation
that " Handy Andy " does to readers of Lover's novel.
This explanation gives some idea of the meaning of the
name Turk, and it suggests why the pure Turk is almost
incapable of taking on education.
_
He learns little except the faults that go with European
education ; he becomes treacherous, scheming, and plausible.
He is always polite in his manners, and bad education
turns his politeness into plausible falsehood and deceit.
Still, I must confess that, if I am to be cheated, I prefer
to be cheated politely ; and I have often experienced a
certain pleasure in talking to Turkish officials, whom I
knew to be merely plausible liars, who spoke with superficial
courtesy while they were longing to get rid of me as quickly
as possible.
A military attache at one of the Embassies in Constantinople said to me, when the telephone was recently
introduced to connect the various Government offices,
that the new device greatly increased the difficulties that
he had to encounter. The head of one office would refer
him to another and send him to it armed with the strongest
and most cordial letter of recommendation, and when he
arrived at the other office in the shortest time possible he
found that the chief to whom he was commended had
evidently been instructed by telephone to pay no attention
to the letter.
In the olden time the same result was obtained by other
means, through the use of secret marks or special forms ;
but these could be learned by the experienced European

and guarded against. The telephone is easier and more
effective.
It is from the mis-educated Turks of the official class in
Constantinople and the Turkish Embassies abroad that
the old proverb " false as a Turk arose.
The proverb is as true as any proverb' ever was. Many
Turks have been eduCated in France, chiefly in Paris ;
and= their character 'accounts for the proVerb. They have
left there a bad impression on the lecturers and professors
with whom they came in contact ; they are described as
lazy, idle, and conceited. When the " Young Turk "
regime began in 1908, I was among those who entertained
high hopes of the movement, for there were in it some
whose ideals were pure and noble, and more who Were
capable i of being kept on a good level of conduct and
aspiration.
England's Contempt—Germany's Opportunity
But they were not well handled by most of our people,
and they were thrown by our neglect and contempt over
to the side of the Germans, although the first unanimous
feeling among all classes was that England was their friend,
as it had consistently opposed Abdul Harnid. We would
have Kiamil Pasha, or nobody ; and when Kiamil Pasha
fell from power, we left the " Young Turks "—i.e., the
extremists of the new party—to stew in their own, juice,
which meant leaving them to the Germans.
Most of the young officers had been trained by Germans,
or even in Germany ; and thus the power in Turkey was
lodged more and more in the hands of the military party,
until Enver, one of the two heroes of the first rising, became
a mere tool in German hands. My disillusionment with the
" Young Turks " began with their conceit and ignorance ;
they were completely unaware of what had to be done to
reform Turkey, or to place_`` it on a level with any ordinary
European State in equipment and material power." (I am
not referring to moral character, which ;has been almost
as low in Europe generally as in Constantinople).
They were always talking of Japan and its startlingly
rapid increase in power. Turkey would do like Japan.
They forgot, or rather had never known, about the patient
toil, the long, laborious training by which Japan became
master of so much knowledge and power. ,Turkish Character—Official and Unofficial
Everyone knows the character of the official Turks ;
but most people, and especially the mere tourist, who has
spent a few months or years in Turkey, contrast the honesty
of the uneducated peasant with the falseness of the official
class. The peasants i.e., the vast mass of the rustic
population—have many good qualities, and are, as a whole,
pleasant to deal with and to remember. They are simple
.in mind and straight in action towards Europeans.
A large proportion of them can be trusted with the
charge of large sums of money or stocks of merchandise
for conveyance from place to place. Yet, strange to say,
they are not honest to one another. I have known quite
extraordinary instances of the way in which men, who
dealt with us quite honestly, cheated and lied to each other
in their trading relations. That is the effects of the Turkish
system.
[Continued on pve

Britain's Victory by the Flooded Euphrates

A British infantry camp flooded near Basra, at the Persian Gulf.
Although the operations of our troops have been considerably hand—
capped by the heavy floods that have inundated miles of country,
they captured on July 24th important enemy positions on the
Euphrates, and a large number of prisoners and guns.

British gun that had sunk in the thick mud at Basra. Our men have had to march through miles of water, often reaching to their
knees. Inset : Picturesque scene showing wounded soldiers being conveyed over the floods near Basra in small Arab boats.
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Every peasant cheats his neighbour if he can, and knows
that his neighbours expect him to cheat them, and they
will cheat him when they can. From top to bottom the
whole system of a centralised bureaucracy is one of bribery
and corruption. A wealthy and aged Turk of the old
territorial aristocracy—one of the two or three old families
which to my knowledge still survive—a man of sincere
piety, who fasted many months every year and prayed
continually, could hardly contain himself when he spoke
of the Turkish system : " We are all thieves," he said,
" we are trained to steal, from the Sultan downwards.
" If the Sultan came into this tent he would lock out fcr
something to slip under his coat and carry away with him.
Then he would turn to our Turkish workmen and say,
' You call these English infidels (Giaour), it is we who are
the infidels, and they who are the honest people.' "
It is the system that is wrong ; the system makes it
impossible for the poor man to be honest ; he can live only
by cheating and deceit. So the people feel and say ; and
so the traveller who lives and works for many years among
them learns.
Yet one has the deep-rooted feeling that the people are
fundamentally good, if goodness had a chance to live and
flourish ; but when the alternative is apparently " cheat
or die," they prefer not to die. They accept the inevitable
in this as in all things.
Kismet! The Password of the Turks
. A striking quality of the Turks is their patience under
misgovernment. Whatever the government is they accept
it quietly. Such in the will of Gcd. Whatever be the evils
they are called on to endure, they submit patiently. There
is a certain dignity in their attitude. They do not rebel.
But they have no affection for any government. If an
abler and stronger despot overthrows and kills or imprisons
the Sultan, they recognise the will of God again, and accept
the new master with equal patience. The " Young Turk "
revolution of igo8 and 1909 was not an uprising of the
Turks. It was made by the Albanian part of the Empire,
and the Jews of Salonica pulled the strings. The " Young
Turk " government was popularly called in Constantinople
the government of the Jews. That revolution and the
new government were made by a few persons, and the real
Turks accepted the result.

Those who lived in Constantinople were pleased at the
change ; but the Turks of Asia Minor were almost all
" Old Turks," who disliked the new rule, so far as they had
any personal feeling in the matter, but patiently submitted:
The only sign of discontent, however, that I ever observed
was that they usually declined to employ the official name
of the new Sultan, Mehemet V. ; they called him by his
old personal name, Rehsad.
Recently it has been customary to praise the Turks
as splendid soldiers. In the Crimean War they were
laughed at, and showed themselves absolutely valueless.
Three or four centuries ago the Turkish armies were the
terror of Central Europe, but their strength lay in the
Janissaries, who were mainly Christian children stolen in
infancy and brought up as a trained regular army, at one
time the only professional army in Europe.
The Ottoman's Hatred of the Hun
The Turkish forces began the battle and were usually
defeated ; but then the Janissaries destroyed the weary
and disordered victors. The truth is that the Turks are
brave and patient and able to work hard on little food,
but they cannot produce officers, and hardly the superior
non-commissioned officers.
They have not the skill and brains for those positions.
But under European officers whom they love or fear they
fight well. Even in the Crimean War they defended Kars
very bravely ; but they were led by General Williams.
They dislike, and even hate, the Germans ; but they fear
them. and accept their domination as the will of Gcd for
the time being ; but when the time comes, they will
rejoice exceedingly to be freed from their masters. I
have never known such hatred expressed openly for the
Germans as in a small company of Turks who could
trust one another and felt themselves free to speak their
thoughts.
In the defence of Plevna, during the last Russo-Turkish
War, the fame of the Turks as soldiers was rehabilitated ;
they were commanded by Osman Pasha, a Turk. But
there should never have been a Siege of Plevna. The Turks
ought to have defended it for a time, and then evacuated ,
it. To sit there till they were surrounded was the sacrifice
of a great and indispensable Turkish army.
But Osman gained from his error an enduring reputation
and the ti e Ghazi, " Conqueror " ; and the fame of
Turkish soldiers was established.

General Joffre contemplating with satisfaction the result of a " nibbling " tactic in Alsace, being a large body of slovenly prisoner—
Huns who are on their way to the rear of the French lines under guard. The apprehensive expression of these German captives
regarding the great French Commander—in—Chicf, who is doing so much to overthrow the power of their Fatherland, is interesting.
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With the Official Photographer on Gallipoli

In the heat of battle the stretcher-bearers are ever on the spot to
remove the -wounded to safety. This photograph shows two
R.A.IVI.C. men carrying a sorely-injured soldier to the ambulance via a trench, thus to be under cover from Turkish bullets.

Crude garage of the iron war-horse. This photograph shows
how armoured cars are hidden from Turkish observation posts.
The value of such weapons on Gallipoli, where there are'no roads
to speak of, must be rather questionable, though armoured cars

have rendered great service to the Allies in France and Flanders.
Inset : Another of those concrete beds. British soldier resorts
to a distinctly hard pillow, though he has plenty of ammunition
near by if the Turk awakes him.
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Big Gun & Busy Ambulance at the Dardanelles

A naval gun at Cape Helles. It has been covered with the soldiers'
overcoats in order to hide it from the Turks, who have the range of
every inch"of the Allies' position on Gallipoli. Admiral Nicholson,
In whites and a pith helmet, is seen on the left.

One of the overworked R.A.M.C. waggons passing through a gully near the battlefield. The great number of our casualties at the
Dardanelles came as a shock to many people. Inset : The hope of France at the Dardanelles. The two French Generals Gouraud
(wounded subsequently to the taking of this photograph) and Bailloud at the fort of Seddul Bahr.
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Horse Dug-outs
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Turkish Soldiers' Cemetery

In the British horse—lines at Gallipoli. A rough sort of trench—like "dug—out" has been provided for the horses that, after many
days of service, ar3 being unharnessed preparatory to enjoying a brief rest.

Primitive, roughly—marked graves of Turkish soldiers who have fallen in the battles against the Allies for Achi Baba, the " key" to
Constantinople. This battlefield graveyard is outside Krithia, near Achi Baba. The Oriental fez adorns some of the crude stakes,
a Turkish burial custom. (These are official photographs from the Dardanelles.)

The War illustrated, 7th, August, 1915.
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Making Bandages ad Bombs on the Battlefield

- Surgical operations al fresco on Gallipoli. Wounded prisoner
Turk receiving .treatment by' Lieut.-Col. H. G. Parker corn- maridiag the 1st 8. T. East Lancs Field Ambulance.' A British
Saidier- who has injUred his hand is also being attended.

A bomb factory at the Dardanelles. There is always plenty of
w o rk to do at the front, even when the enemy is shy. This photograph shows two British soldiers seated among a heap of jamtins, fragments of shells, etc., which are being converted into
'samba. They are actually cutting barbed-wire into small pieces,

an effective " ingredient " of these unwelcome prize packets.
Inset : The whole of the Allies' position on Gallipoli being within
Turkish range, it is imperative to find places for Red Cross
hospitals such as the one shown in this photograph, where they
will not be so accessible to shell fire, accidental or intentional.
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Some City Men's Summer Vacation, 1915

Men of the H.A.C., posing as Huns in captured German uniforms, imitating the enemy's invariable action during a bayonet
charge. Right : Soldiers " Playing at soldiers " at the front. H.A.C. humorists " disguised " as Germans.

Battalion of the H.A.C. marching back to the first—line trenches after a few days'
rest behind the sines. Right : Men of Britain's oldest regiment at rest " after a
week of careful killing," to quote a correspondent's phrase.

Member of the H.A.C. wearing his " respy "—their abbreviation for respirator. Above : The summer vacation of thousands of
one—time City men. A special correspondent recently wrote : " I wonder how many friends of this famous regiment would have
recognised the cropped, unshaven assemblage sitting on army blankets in a cow pasture."

The War illustrated, 7th August, 1915,
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With Mackensen's Phalanx on the Eastern Front

•
Russian soldiers captured by the Germans in the neighbourhood
of Lemberg with -their machine—guns, which their captors cern—
pelled them to drag along. Inset: The Kaiser's second son,
Prince Eitel Friedrich, speaking into a field telephone before his
dug—out, behind the German first—line in the eastern area.

Animated scene of military activity at a village in Poland during the German advance on Warsaw. Guns and munitions in an endless
stream are rumbling along the road, while on the village green a number of camp—kitchens are lined up.
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German Sacrilege & French Reverence of the Dead

That the Germans are devoid of human feelings, respect for the
living, or reverence for the dead, has been proved time and again,
This photograph shows a German barricade in a churchyard in
Poland, where the tombstones have been requisitioned in the cause
off Kuitur."

Contrast the first photograph with the one depicting a
soldier's cemetery at Mareuil. Each grave is tended by kindly
hands, and a "couronne immortelle," or wreath of artificial
flowers, is seen on every side. Away in this pleasant solitude,

far from the din of battle, sleep some of Our ally's hero—dead,
loved and mourned by the whole French nation as one.
Inset : A mausoleum at St. Combarde, which has been shattered
by an enemy shell.
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"Full Speed Ahead into the Enemy Country

Of all the machines of war the armoured train is surely the
most awe—inspiring. The aeroplane, the battleship, even the
big gun do not quite stir the imagination so quickly as this
giant freak of mechanism, rattling into enemy territory at high
speed, wreaking as much havoc as possible in the shortest space

of time, and in the event of a check, retiring along the same
lines. This drawing from a German paper gives a vivid idea
of the interior of the engine—cab .on board a German armoured
train working full speed ahead somewhere on the eastern front.
The title is that which the German artist gave to his sketch.

The War Illustrated, 7th Aagust,
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Sounding the Alarm in the Tre ches

Every precaution is taken at the front to guard against the
fi:ndish poison—gas, for whenever the wind is in favour of the
enemy this dastardly means of attack is invariably resorted to.
Necessity is the mother of invention, and the British Tommy is
seldom caught napping. Various devices for warning soldiers of

the approach of the vapour terror are in vogue. The one illus—
trated in this drawing is a frequent method, showing a private
hammering on a tin with the—hilt of a bayonet. The alarm
sounded, his comrades in the trench adjust their respirators,
while those in the dug—out are being warned by word of mouth.

The War Illustrated, 7th August, 1915.
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A Matter of Shells & Skittles on the French Front

Further• havoc wrought by the little mellnite ”75" Projectile.
Debris of a German ammunition waggon:

over a year ago there was a scandal in French political
A LITTLE
circles regarding faulty defences and ammunition, and the Ger-

A giant of the forest severed by a "75 " shell. One half has fallen
alongside a French sergeant's grave; the other, reduced to
matchwood, still stands erect.

French soldiers playing a game of skittles composed of German
cartridges. The bail is attached to a string, and the idea is to
swing it through the two vartridnes without -knocking them over,

. mans, with their usual credulous avidity, took this for a sign of French
decadence and general inability to stand up against the full weight of
their " kolossal " war-machine to be launched against the French
frontier in the course of a few days.
Whatever may have been the result of the alleged inefficiency, one
thing is certain, and that is that the." 75 " gun of our strenuous and
gallant ally is immeasurably superior to any German ordnance of a
' like character. That France had adequate supply of these weapons on
the outbreak of war has been regarded as her salvation.
Two of the photographs on this page show various objects after being
struck by the formidable 3 in. melinite shell, while the last one is
exceptionally interesting as illustrating the exact proportion of one of
these shells to the largest German projectile used in the Kaiser's
service.

A comparison between the size of German and French projectiles.
The gunner is holding in his right hand the gigantic end of a
320 mm. shell, and in his left is seen that of the well-known " 75."
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New Big Guns roll up for the Glory of France

Some of the new French "105" guns, a larger version of the famous "75," are here seen in the course of being placed on carriagei
ready for their journey to the front.
-

• TT

The next phase. The weapon mounted, a team of powerful horses is harnessed, a brief word of command, and away it goes with its
courageous crew, to take up its position in the arena of war—towards the horizon of adventure.

And there are,more and still; more to follow to replace the inevitable wastage, with that thrifty discriminatio n which is the.charact„gr of
France. Our allies make • mfififtions• With incredible rapidity and organisation, and keep them in readiness.' (ExClushie0hotogr

The lVur Illustrated, 7th August,
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Surgical Succour within Range of Shot and Shell

Red Cross worker tending a wounded Italian soldier at a
temporary hospital in a farmhouse on the Austrian side of the
Isonzo.

Field surgery in the Gallipoli Peninsula—a surgeon removing a bullet from a soldier's arm in a field—ambulance tent attached to the
East Lance Territorials. Inset : Wounded and " gassed " Belgian soldier receiving first—aid after an engagement.
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Chill Victims of the Kaiser's Lust for Power

The plight'Cif Polish peasant-folk is as tragic as that of the people of EleIgiutri.
In this ill-fated buffer-land, between'Slalidont and Mnutonistn,.mont frightful,
carnage'and devastation are continual. This group of picturesque inhabitants?
among whom the • inevitable PolishJew is conspicuous; have,brought
infants-for medical inspection by members of the German Red Crciss.

At the expense of their beloved Queen Elizabeth these little boys and girls, from the neighbourhood of Ypres, are on the way to
Peaceful Switzerland, them fa await the deliverance of Belgium, Inset circle:- Unique specimen of a Hun who looks quite human with his
French infant charae—or is this another attempt of the German news photographic bureau to convince the world of Teuton gentleness':.
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By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

A

RE we on the eve of a great advance in the west ?
Every week in which this advance is delayed adds
to the difficulties of the international position.
Russia is calling on us to help her by making a diversion
on our front. From France there come complaints that
some of the people there at least think we are not doing
enough. Part of this uneasiness abroad is due to the
deliberate secrecy which has enshrouded many of our
most successful movements.
For close on six weeks we have had a pause in Flanders.
One jocular Canadian soldier, just back from the front a
few days ago, declared that those- who wanted excitement
along our lines got it now from baseball and football.
" Plug Street," said he, " is a flower garden. The trenches
are shady dells for hot, days. The Germans and ourselves
ought to have taken six weeks' vacation, and both of us
had a rest." This is, of course, only very partly true.
While there are no great movements, there is plenty of
minor activity along the main points of the line, and the
man' who tried to take it easy around Hill 6o, for instance,
would not try for long. But there is a modicum of truth
behind it. A pause such as this cannot last long.
Britain Must Do More
What is ahead ? It is no secret that our armies, thwarted
in their plans for a forward movement in May because of
shortage of ammunition, have since been strengthening
themselves along the Flanders front in every possible way.
The great advance may have already begun before this
article sees the light. It cannot be delayed much tenger,
for we must strike soon and strike hard if we are to justify
the confidence and support of our Allies. We must do
more in the Continental land war. That is at once a
military and a political necessity.
It may be taken for granted that in the coming advance
we will be backed by almost overwhelming strength of
artillery, and that we will employ various new devices of war.
What these are I, for one, do not profess to know. If our
advance succeeds, the,first effect will be to force a diversion
of part of the German armies from Russia to the west.
The Russians at Bay
The position along the Russian front is developing on
the lines anticipated by all familiar with the grand strategy
of Continental armies in days of peace. The Germans,
while keeping great masses of the Russian armies engaged
to the south and along the Vistula, have been quietly
pushing troops up northwards. The attack on the
Russians' fortified positions along the River Narew has
been persisted in regardless of cost. The forcing back
of the Russians at this point will, if carried as far as the
Germans hope, threaten the entire line of Russian communications. The advance against Riga, which was at
first looked upon in some quarters as a mere attempt
to divert attention, now proves to have a very serious
meaning. The Germans are accumulating enormous cavalry
forces to the north. Once they can force the Russians
to retiree they hope to fall on their flanks, to drive them
in towards the great marshlands behind Brest Litovsk,
and to surround and capture the entire Russian Army.
This is the German plan of campaign. If they succeed
in pushing down any distance from the north, the Grand
Duke Nicholas has the choice of risking being surrounded
or of retiring behind the second line of defence. If he
retires it must be to the north-east. The big, almOst
impenetrable district behind Brest Litovsk—the Polyesy'-e
or forest land, as it is known in Russia—blocks the centre.
It is almost triangular in shape, 33,600 square miles in size,
and consists of a succession of forests, lakes, marshes, and
meadows, impossible for an army to manoeuvre in. For
forty years the Russians have been trying to drain this
place and make it passable. They have not yet succeeded.
The surprising thing of the past fortnight has been the
stubbornness and gallantry of the Russian defence. At

point after point they have fought the enemy to a standstill. It may yet be that, when the prospect seems from
the outside darkest, the Russians, by their mere weight
of resistance, and by their unflinching bravery, will
permanently hold up the German campaign. In that
case Germany will enter on to this second year of the
war with failure facing her, not as a far-distant prospect,
but in a future earlier than any of us at one time dared to
deem possible.
The Real Glory of Britain
There is scarcely a county in England to-day but hugs
with pride the tale of what its Territorial troops have
done. Scotland has given the pick of her sons. Many a
Highland village has not a man of fighting age left, and
scarce a Scottish chieftain but is in mourning. Ireland,
north and south, has lived up to its ancient reputation.
More it could not do. Wales has taken a fresh place in
the fighting ranks of Britain.
It must not be forgotten that our position was, almost
at the outset of the war, made especially difficult by the
heavy losses in our Expeditionary Force. This Expeditionary Force was. the very heart of the British Army.
It included thousands of highly-trained officers, and still
more thousands of expert non-commissioned officers, all
full of the traditions of the Army, and fit to lead their
men. Of the privates, the best eulogy has been passed
by .German critics when they said :
They fought like
an army of non-commissioned officers." The brains,
the knowledge, and the heart of British militarism were
centred here.
The enormous destruction, wrought in this force during
its great retreat—the most wonderful retreat in modern
military history—was a blow not to be estimated by the
number of men lest. We had to build up a new army
with most of the old foundation gone.
The Value of the Territorial
It was not a surprise that the Expeditionary Force did
supremely well. Those of us who knew the quality of
its men expected it. The surprise came when the Territorials took to the field. The value of the Territorial
had been seriously questioned by the majority of military
experts. The experts for once were wholly wrong. The
Territorial troops proved their value immediately.' Called
up as they were at the beginning of the war, put under
the hardest training, thrown into France in the hours of
greatest crisis, they have shown in the hours of fiercest
trial that they can stand against the best of the German
Army. The citizen soldier has triumphed.
Kitchen.er's Army has not yet been proved to any
extent in the fighting-line. Its training has been exceedingly thorough, and the boys have shaped well. In some
cases, as everyone knows, there have been delays in equipment. We have reason for confidence in Kitchener's men.
A Missing Soldier-Author.
Lieutenant George L. Calderon, King's Own Scottish
Borderers, the soldier-author, last seen badly wounded at the
Dardanelles in the battle of
June 4th, after leading his men
with great gallantry in an
attack on Achi Baba. Any
information concerning him will
be received with deepest gratitude
by Mrs. Calderon, 42, Well Walk,
Hampstead, London, N.W.
Lieutenant Calderon was a
.'novelist, dramatist, scholar, and
linguist. He rejoined the Inns
of Court Territorial Battalion and
went to Flanders as an interpreter on the outbreak of wat. Joining, later, the 2nd Royal
Warwicks as a combatant officer he was wounded on October
29th. On recovering he was sent to the Dardanelles in May-.
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French Patriots Answer the Call for Munitions

French veterans, too old for the Army, work hard in the
munition factories of France. These are making parts
for machine—guns. On the right: Youthful French
munition worker turning shell—cases at a lathe.

a—
Patriotic French girl working at a finishing lathe in one of our ally's great munition factories. Inset above : Piles of finished shell—
cases. From these photographs, taken in one of the most important munition factories of France, it will be seen that the work is
carried out chiefly by women, old men, and youths, thus enabling able—bodied men to serve as soldiers.

By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

L

ORD SELBORNE has recently warned the House
of Lords that more and more submarines would be
engaged on the task of attacking our merchantmen.
Therefore," he added, " we must expect the submarine
menace to increase, and it would not be the fault of the
German Government if they failed to deal a mortal blow
at our carrying trade, and especially at that part of it which
brought to this country the necessary food of the people."
All that Lord Selborne says on any subject is worthy of
attention ; but in this case I am bound to say he is needlessly pessimistic. So far from agreeing, I am of opinion that
the submarine menace is only now for the first time being
tackled, in that we are passing from the defensive to the
offensive stage. The objection to any purely defensive
stage in which the destroyers and patrol craft were grouped
with our warships, our transports, and along the coast,
was that the submarines operated in other parts when
they were clear of Our defensive arrangements, and could
attack unarmed merchantmen. -We shall not completely
pass to the offensive stage until sufficient submarine
destroyers have been built to hunt the submarines over
wide areas in the North Sea and off the Scilly Islands, and
a sufficient number of merchant ships have been armed
to gixie the submarines unpleasant surprises if they operate
on the surface when this higher speed comes into play.
Britain's Sea Toll in War and Peace
The point for us to fix our minds on then is that so far
from a greater measure of success attending the efforts of
the German submarines in the future, the reverse is
likely to be the case in proportion as we pass from deieriSlVe to offensive tactics. Taking a period of one hundred
and sixty-seven days, the measure of their success is exactly
one hundred British vessels. With their blundering companion the mine, they have during the war also sunk
ninety-seven neutral vessels, which might have helped to .

Lifeboat drill aboard a transport on the way to the front.
Canadian soldiers prepared for all emergencies while in the
possible zone of the lurking, but, so far as troopships are
concerned, impotent U boat.

carry supplies to Germany. Disregarding the latter loss
to the German cause and the antagonisms created, a toll
which averages two hundred and forty, vessels in a year
is not one to intimidate a nation which builds so many ships
as we do, and which is accustomed in peace time to pay
a heavy toll in lost ships through collision, grounding,
and tempest. It is difficult to see where Lord Selborne
can find reason for alarm about our food supply, at a time
when we are actually importing during this year more food
in spite of submarines than we did in 1914 for the corresponding period of peace.
Are the " U" boats Under-manned?
Lord Selborne's case rests on the number of German
submarines, and I respectfully submit that the number is
of no account whatever. The only factor that matters is the
number of trained crews, and especially of skilled captains
who survive the stress of war. Men with eight .-ears'
practice in submarine work like Max Horton, who recently
sank the Pornmern in the Baltic, arc simply priceless. I am
doubtful if the Germans can find a training ground for submarines, even though they have " the wet triangle" behind
Heligoland. There is always the fact that one has to make
so terribly certain that surface Warships, which also haze to
use
the wet triangle," are safe ; and they, can only look
after themselves by treating every periscope as an enemy,
for Max Horton himself won two successes in " the wet
triangle." Lord Selborne knows better than I do how
many German submarines our defensive measures have
eliminated, and he is also aware that submarines with
their crews are more prone than any other class of ship to
perish from accidents of navigation, or " acts of God "
as they are euphemistically called. The same week that
brings us the refugee's story from Pola about two Austrian
submarines which have -failed to return, yields the
announcement that the German submarine which created
such consternation among our ships off Gallipoli has been
wrecked in the Black Sea. My frank belief is that of the
trained German submarine crews in existence at the
beginning of the war not more than twelve now survive,
and for the rest Germany is working with inferior crews,
whose opportunities of perfecting themselves will be
curtailed in proportion as we pass from defensive to
offensive tactics. The submarine destroyers we arc
building take time to deliver, and guns cannot be given t3
merchant vessels until guns, mountings, and ammunition
can be spared.
Germany's Misguided Policy
We hardly tackled the problem of hunting the submarine,
until the so-called blockade, and now inventions are
crowding on us for locating it even to microphones, which
will detect it over ten miles away. Aircraft, too, offer
great possibilities against submarines on account of the
distance that can be seen into water from a height ; but
the land war has absorbed all that were not required
for the Fleet and the coast.
Let me assure Lord Selborne that the submarine will
cease to be a menace if the problem is tackled with
sufficient resolution by the Government to which he belongs.
It is necessary to deal with Lord Selborne's speech,
because it has been widely quoted in Germany, and the Von
Tirpitz organ has an article from his spokesman, Count
Reventlow, on the speech, concluding with the words :
" and so even out of the mouths of our enemies we learn
that Germany is on the right road with her submarine
warfare." Far be it from me to discourage Germany in
a policy which turns her from the military ends of war to
blows which only land her in difficulties. The correct
policy is being shown against Turkey, where submarines
have smashed -up the sea-transport of the enemy both in
the Black Sea and the Sea of Marmora, and have, with
the help of the surface vessels, paralysed the coal supplies
of Turkey so that transport systems and munition works
may be brought to a standstill.
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Mother Church gives Sanctuary to the Wounded

Wounded French soldiers resting before the altar of a small
church in the war zone prior to their removal to a bass hospital.

Russian wounded prisoners in the chancal of a Galician church.
Their captors have u.::ed the altar as a tabi3 for medicasav-r-its.

Wounded Frenchmen lying under the beautifully carved pulpit, on rough beds of straw, in the nave of a church somewhere in
Northern France. Churches in the various war areas are affording shelter to wounded soldiers—friends and foes—though their
precincts are no longer endowed with full power to enforce sanctuary to the oppressed.

`1991,111s011I dvAl.

The Royal Flying Corps—Unique Branch of the British Army on the Continent

CO

to

One of the newer branches of the Army is the Royal Flying Corps. Although the name
seems to imply "fliers," few of them-are aviation pilots. The work of the Royal Flying

Corps consists in looking after aeroplanes, and keeping them in good condition for the
pilots. This photograph shows some members on church parade at Netheravon.

a
Tlienrank. and file of the Royal Flying Corps is composed chiefly of civilian mechanics,
moat*Vorf Wefiem have enlisted to gain experience in their trades. Their work on the

Continent is very arduous. The whole round of the clock finds them busy tuning up and
putting aeroplanes together, reSponsible work on which the lives of their officers depend.

co
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ny the time these notes appear this country will have

. 1101 been at war for almost exactly a year, so the moment

seems opportune to review the work of the flying
services during that period.
At the beginning of the war, while the Expeditionary
Force was being conveyed across the Channel, the two
biggest airships of the RN.A.S. kept up a regular patrol
twice ;a day between the mouth of the Thames and Flushing.
These two ships (Nos. 3 and 4), the French Astra-Torres
and the German Parseval, covered an enormous mileage
during August and` September, looking out for German
warships and submarines.
During the same period naval seaplanes patrolled the
Strait of Dover, and the R".N.A.S. land-going machines
flew constantly up and down the East Ccast watching for
any Gentian ships which might attempt a raid.
Great.,Work over the North Sea
An aeroplane station was also established at Scapa Flow
to ass*t,*&otecting any of our shiPs which might be lying
there-against possible raids by submarines and destroyers.
Seaplane patrols from that station went far out into the
North Sea_ towards the Norwegian coast, watching lest
any part of • the German Fleet should attempt to break
out into the. Atlantic round the North of Scotland with
the
of damaging our shipping.
When. it was firmly established that the German Fleet
was effectuklly bottled in the Kiel Canal, and that the
harbOUrs at each end of the canal were boomed so that
the Germans could not get out quickly and unobserved,
the R..N.A.S. sent (in October) some land-going machines
to Ostend to help the Belgians. Later this detachment
was located at Dunkirk, and there it has remained ever
since, chiefly engaged in bomb-dropping raids on German
stores and airship sheds in Belgium.
The chief feats of this force have been the destruction
of a Zeppelin and its shed at Diisseldorf by Flight-Lieut.
Marix, the bombing of Cologne and Diisseldorf by SquadronCommander Spenser Grey and Flight-Lieut. Collet (for
which these officers received the D.S.O.), the destruction
of a Zeppelin and its shed at Ghent by Flight-Lieut. Wilson
and Flight-Sub-Lieut. Mills (for which they got the Distinguished Service Cross), and the destruction of a Zeppelin
in the air by Flight-Sub-Lieut. Warneford, for which
he received the V.C. Squadron-Commander Davies also
received the D.S.O. for gallantly carrying out a bombing
expedition, though severely wounded on the way to his
objective. Wing-Commander Samson received a D.S.O.
for various flights over the German lines while commanding
the first detachment which went over.
Raids on Zeppelin Sheds and Scouting
Much good work has also been done by various machines
which started from England to join in raids from Dunkirk.
Seaplanes,
in ships across the North Sea raided
Cuxhaven and Wilhelmshaven on Christmas Day, and have
done gd6d:Work at sea ever since. Three biplanes raided
the ZePpelin Works at Friedrichshafen, and SquadronCommander, Briggs and. Flight-Lieuts. Babington and
Sippe got the D.S.O. for doing it.
Seaplanes and land machines have also done splendidly
at the Dardanelles.
The work of the Royal Flying Corps has been of an
almost entirely different nature, consisting of a regular
routine of scouting, controlling artillery fire; and fighting
German aircraft.
In the early days of the war four squadrons of aeroplanes, or something less than one hundred machines in
all, flew to France, and during the battles round Mons and
the subsequent retreat they had to do all the scouting for
both the British and French Armies, the best of the French
pilots having been concentrated on the eastern frontier,
where the main German attack was expected.
It was in this period that the R.F.C. discovered that the
German force confronting the little British army consisted
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of three army corps, when the land scouts estimated
only three divisions. But for this discovery, it is probable
that the whole of our Expeditionary Force would have
been surrounded and cut up.
During the German retreat from the Marne to the Aisne
the R.F.C. discovered the weak points at which it was
advisable to strike, and so caused the German losses to be
much bigger than would otherwise have been the case.
When the war assumed its present form, in which the
two armies face one another in lines of trenches, and each
makes periodical attempts to break through the other, the
R.F.C. began its regular routine work.
Behind the German lines are, certain roads and railways
along which reinforcements of men and supplies of feed
and ammunition must be sent. By constantly and carefully watching the lines of communication, 'and the amount
of traffic passing alma.. them, it is, possible to tell whether
the Germans intendb to strike at our lines or not, and
approximately whereabouts they intend to strike.
In order to keep this watch, it is necessary to have aeroplanes always in the air coyering certain well-defined
districts, and this is done most efficiently.
Patrol Work and Directing Artillery
Apart from this type of patrol work, certain machines
of the R.F.C., of which many are fitted with " wireless,"
as an official report stated recently, are employed, in watching the effect of artillery fire, and reporting their observations to the battery commandersr-who correct their aim
accordingly. In this way numerous German batteries
have been destroyed, as well as German fortified posts.
The third regular duty is that of attacking and driving
away German aeroplanes which penetrate over the British
lines, so that they may not acquire any useful information.
Machines used for this work are generally fitted with
machine-guns, though ordinary rifles and even revolvers
have been used with good effect.
When a really big attack is in progress, the R.F.C. pilots,
besides watching for the arrival of reinforcements to the
enemy, have to take on the task of destroying important
bridges and railways along the Gerinan lines of communication. It was in one such raid that Lieutenant
Moorhouse lost his life and won the V.C. by struggling
home to report what he had seen and his destruction of the
bridge, although twice severely vcounded.

A holiday jaunt in the air at the Hendon Aerodrome.
M. Osipenko, the Russian aviator, taking nine soldiers for a
trip in his "omnibus" aeroplane. Suchlike huge machines
have been doing valuable works for the Russians on the
eastern front,
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Major J. GRAY, 4th Royal
Scots (Lothian Regt.).

Maj. 3. N. HENDERSON, 4th
Royal Scots (Lothian Regt.).

Capt. J. D. POLLOCK, 4th
Royal Scots (Lothian Regt.).

Capt. E. 0. WARDEN,
12th Essex Regt.

Capt. H. J. CODDINGTON,
2nd Durham Light Infantry.

Capt. G. McCRAE, 4th Royal
Scots (Lothian Regt.).

Capt. A. ST. GEORGE GORE,
1st 'Gurkha Rifles.

Capt. J. ROBERTSON, 4th
Royal Scots (Lothian Regt.).

Lieut. A. R. R. WOODS,
Royal Engineers.

Lieut. GEORGE MUCHALL,
King's Own Royal Lanes Reg

Captain Edmund 0. Warden. 12th Batt. Essex Regiment, was gazetted an honorary
captain in the Regular Forces in 1901 and placed in the Special Reserve of Officers,
and on the outbreak of war was recommissioned. • He saw active service in West Africa
in 1900, and took part in the Ashanti Campaign, receiving the medal.
Capt. H. J. Coddington, 2nd Batt. Durham Light Infantry, entered the Durhams
from the Militia in 1901. A year later he was promoted, and in 1913 was gazetted
- captain. He served with his regiment in the Boer War, and with the Mounted Infantry.
During operations in the various Colonies he was several times slightly wounded, and
gained the Queen's Medal with five clasps.
Captain A. St. George Gore, 1st 'Gurkha Rifles, was the, eon of. Colonel Charles Gore,
-late commanding the Duke of Wellington's N"est Riding Regiment). Captain Gore first
joined the Royal Irish Regiment at Raw-al Phalli and afterwards the 110th Mahratta
' Light Infantry. Captain Gore, who held the Royal Society's testimonial for rescuing a
Gurkha -from drowning in India, was an all-round sportsman.
Sec.-Lieut. Rupert E. Gascoyne CeCil, 4th Bedfordshire Regiment, was the youngest
son of Lord William Gascoyne Cecil. .
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
- or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in " Fritain's Roll Of Honoured Dead."
Address : THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway' Honse,"London,'E.C.

Lieut. A. G. KNIGHT,
9th Royal Fusiliers.

Lieut. N. A. de V. BEAU
CLERK 1st Essex Regt.

Lieut. D. G. F. MACBEAN, _
2nd Gordon Highlanders.

Sec.-Lieut. E. W. COREN,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lieut. A. C. HOBSON,
2nd Life Guards.

Sec.-Lt. E. K. COLBOURNE,
1st Royal Berkshire Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. R. E. GASCOYNE
Sec.-Lieut. A..R. L. BELL,
Lieut. CLIFFORD W. GREEN, Sec.-Lieut. W. LEGGAT, 7th
Sec.-Lieut. H. G. ROGERS,
CECIL, 4th Bedfordshire Reg .
2nd Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
1st Royal Berkshire Regt.
Cameronians (Scottish Rifles.) 9th Somerset Light Infantry.
Portraits by Lafayette, Bassano, Hughes, Chancellor, Hills d Saunders, Elliott d Pry, Swaine
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE TSARITZA WITH HER HEROIC DEFENDERS.—
Just as Queen Elizabeth is worshipped by her undaunted
countrymen battling for Belgium, so is the Tsaritza the idol
of every fighting Russian. cSince the beginning of the war her
Majesty and her beautiful daughters, the Grand Duchesses
,Tatiana and Olga, have laboured unceasingly for the wounded,

J.

Zaglitinrto.

and this historic photographic document illustrates the charming simplicity with which the Empress of All the Russias moves
among her faithful soldier-subjects. The Tsaritza is distributing
cigarettes to convalescent members of the famous 15th Regiment
of Dragoons, which bears her name, and who are about to return
to meet the enemy on the Polish front
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The Great War's Balance-Sheet
AN ACCOUNT OF PROFIT AND LOSS FOR THE FIRST YEAR

BY SIR LEO CHIOZZA MONEY. M.P.
completes with this part one year of publication, and the Great
European War, which it has faithfully chronicled in a most remarkable series of camerarecords, has endured for a few days over twelve months, The occasion, therefore, seems fitting
to offer our readers a " summing-up" of the year that has gone—surely the most wonderful
since the beginning of the'Christian Era. Sir Leo Chiozza Money, M.P., eminent among
writers who have the gift of making economics attractive and clothing the dry bones of
statistics in living interest, has been asked to discharge this duty of presenting our readers
with the first year's " balance-sheet" and some observations on the expenditure of the second
year. His conclusions are such as give us heart of grace " to pray God, and go forward."

THE WAR ILLUSTRATED

WHAT has the first year of war cost us ?
The figure is a high one, but it is not so high
as is commonly supposed. We speak of our total
daily expenditure as though it were entirely spent upon the
war and entirely spent by ourselves. As a matter of fact,
the figure " L3,000,00o a day," which is usually stated as
helm,. the cost of the war—and I am afraid that I have
b
sometimes
myself been guilty of this looseness of expression
—is actually our total expenditure on peace and war
purposes, and moreover, it includeS not only our own
expenditure upon the war, but the huge sums we are lending
to our Allies—sums which will not be a burden upon the
British taxpayer and which will be finally recoverable.
At the present moment our total expenditure is about
,C3,000,000 per day, but if the war had not occurred, we
should be spending about L6o0,000 a day. Therefore,
the true war expenditure at this time is about L2,400,000
a day. I put this at the beginning in order to clear up "a
very common misapprehension.
In the first year of the war we spent, on the average, not
nearly as much as 12,400,000 a day. The precise figure
it is quite impossible for me to state, but I can give one
that is so near the truth as to be valuable for practical
purposes.
It is probable that between August 4th, 1914, and August
4th, 1915, the British Government spent altogether
/860,000,00o. If there had been no war, however, we
should have spent about L210,000,000, the latter figure
including the ordinary.- Army and Navy expenditure in
time of peace. Therefore the cost of the war in the first
year was as folloWs
Total expenditure in the 365 days, about
.
. 036o,000,000
Deduct expenditure which would have occurred if there
had been no war, about .
.
a ro.000.000
Therefore, the true expenditure caused by thewarhas
been about

So that in the first twelve months of the war we spent on
it about £1,780,000 a day.
Of this £1,780,000 a day, no small part represents money
lent to our Allies and Colonies. I cannot say how much,
and it will be long before the true figure can be
published. I imagine, how-ever, that we have lent to
our Allies and to our Colonies in the first year of the war
at least f,r5o,000,000.
Our Own Cost about £500,000,000

Therefore our own war expenditure in the first twelve
months of the great contest has been, in round figures, about
£500,000,000, or about £1,370,000 a day.
I am quite sure that the impression is current that we
are spending very much more than this. The sum is huge
enough, but it is a very great pity that so much exaggerated
talk on the subject has been encouraged. We have every
reason to be careful, and under no circumstances can there
be any excuse for waste. Nevertheless, it is merely stupid
to encourage panic-stricken ideas on the subject of finance.

We can afford the cost of this war far better than our poorer
forefathers afforded the great struggle zenith Napoleon.
The National Income (i.e., the aggregate of all the incomes
of all the people in the country, rich and poor) in the first
year of the war was probably not less than 2,200,000,000,
or over L6,000,000 per day. That is why we have been
able to bear the cost of the war with such comparative ease,
and why the very people who are encouraging financial
panic are living pretty much as usual even while they
attempt to persuade themselves that they are really in a
very bad way. The fact of the matter is that the average
gentleman who makes an alarmist speech on finance is
doing himself pretty much as usual.
What of the Second Year ?

Now let me return to the point with which I began,
and which immediately concerns us, the present cost of
the war.
In the second year of the
contest, to August 4th, 1916,
we shall probably have to
spend very much more money
than in the first year, Possibly,
but not probably, the war will
Cacti Square
be over - by August 4th, 1916,
represents
1000 square
but we shall" do well so to
mites
order our affairs as to prepare
4,7
ourselves for the war lasting
IT HAS COST GERMANY
beyond that date.
E53,000,.000
RUSSIA
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"
even for the Government, toi
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.
say what the war will cost in:
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cuthority ,on war finance, indicates roughlyAhe ruinous cost to Germany (per thousand square
miles of invaded territory) of her attempt to carry out the ideal of Deutschland Uber Alle3.
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Fix Respirators! ' ® into Action by Motor-'bus

Gas attack signalled !
An exciting moment in the first—line is when the poisonous vapour is seen looming up from the German
trenches. To fix respirators is vital, and woe betide the man who has neglected to keep his guard in readiness. This photograph
shows some British soldiers equipping themselves against the horrible fumes under an officer's supervision.

British soldiers leaving their billets for the first—line trenches. Calmly as if taking a trip from the Bank to Shepherd's Bush, they
are off to do their " bit " once more, with that whole—hearted patriotism which ignores the thought of personal peril.
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GREAT WAR'S BALANCE-SHEET c'1,tr.'4.7
viz., about , £210,000,000, we get the gigantic sum. of
£pco,000,000 as the cost of a second twelve months'
hostilities. This amounts to about £ 2,7oo,000 a day.
Not Spending One-Third of Cur Income
But again we have to remember that no small part of
this sum represents money lent by us to our Colonies and
to our Allies. It would probably include £250,000,000
of money so lent—money which would come back to us in
due course. Therefore the true cost of the war to us in a
second twelve months may be something over £2,000,000
a day.,
Putting the two years together, we get :
First twelve months' war expenditure
Second twelve months' war expenditure .

.F650,000,600
990,000,000

.
Cost for two years
Deduct sums lent to our Colonies and
Allies :
First year
Second year

1,640,000,000

than we were fifty years ago. It was in 1868, forty-seven
years ago, that Mr.. Dudley Baxter , made the first detailed
-examination of ' the National Income. He estimated it
to amount to £27 per head of the population. If that were
our income to-day the aggregate National Income would be
£1,242,000,000, so that after our war expenditure to-daywe are much better off than the British people of 1868.
As a matter of fact, however, war expenditure is in actual
practice no more wasteful in large part than ordinary
peace expenditure. Our normal expenditure is so wasteful
that what chiefly happens in war is that there is, .a.
transformation 'in waste. During the war we are actually'
more prosperous than in peace, save where the hand
death brings to a minority of our families a real, sacrifice..
No Ground for Gloomy Prophecies

After the Iva]: there will be increased taxation to meet the
interest on the enlargement of the National Debt, but I
believe that the National Income will suffice to meet the
additional burden without undue strain. There is no,
real ground for the gloomy prophecies which are being so
,C.150,000,000
250,000,000
freely made in some quarters. Let those who are tempted
to indulge in artificial and prophetic gloom remember
400,000,000
400 '000'000 how easily France, although mulcted in an enormous war
Our own war expenditure for the two years .
15,240,000,000 indemnity, and although then a country very much poorer
than we are to-day, recovered after 1871, triumphing over
In these two years the nation's aggregate income may the jeremiads of prophets of the kind so common amongst
be estimated at not less than 4,400,000,000. Therefore, us at this hour.
after allowing for recoverable sums lent to our Allies and
Not a word of this, however, is intended to encourage
Colonies, we may put it broadly that if the war lasts two counsels of waste. Waste is deplorable at any time, and
years we shall have spent upon it in that period less than not to be countenanced now. It is our duty to save, and
one-third of our income.
to aid the National cause with our savings. By all means
It is a curious fact that so great has been the growth let' us be careful and thrifty, but as far as finance is
of our wealth and income during the last fifty years that concerned there is no reason not to be cheerful. The chief
even if we considered the amount spent on the war to be thing is to make sure that we employ all our strength in
an entire deduction from income, we should be better off men and munitions and money to achieve our end.

Field-Marshal Slr John French, with two Generals, in a gardon near his, headquarters in France. The Commander-in-Chief
wi..s approached by a French lady who asked his permission to take this photograph. " Certainty," Sir John is alleged to
have replied, ",but I am rather shy l'-' Nevertheless, the pose is quite a success!
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Allied Cheeriness invades Grim Gallipoli

Novel "pleasure yacht" at the Dardanelles. Made from empty petrol tins, some pieces of wood, and an old sail, this quaint craft
has provided a number of French soldiers with unlimited entertainment. Right: A fish killed by shell fire! A British soldier
handing a comrade a fish alleged to have met a sudden end from a splinter of a Turkish shell.

" Navy versus Army." A spirited boxing match between men of the sister Services during a slack time behind the British lines ai
Gallipoli. A straw—hatted sailor among the onlookers is providing musical diversion on a mouth—organ. In the background the
ubiquitous aeroplane is seen " resting " for once on terra firma after making continual reconnaissances over the enemy's position.
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Civilians work and Soldiers rest along the Coast

A large number of civilian labourers have been requisitioned for
general work in Gallipoli. Mostly Greeks and natives from the
surrounding islands, they find plenty of work to do in the nature
of cutting timber for dug-outs and tents.

Far from Gallipoli being a desert waste, it is`quite a beautiful
and fairly well-watered stretch of territory. This photograph
conveys an idea of the precipitous cliffs, and is reminiscent of
carts of our South Coast. The method of tethering horses under

the cliff, the safest place from shell fire, is interesting. Some
British soldiers are enjoying a well-earned rest on the slopes.
Inset: Dolce far niente in the enemy's quarters. British
" Tommies" sleeping in captured Turkish dug-outs.
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T e Bird man's Peep at Turkish Strongholds

View of a Turkish town on the Gallipoli Peninsula as seen from a French aeroplane. As over Eastern and Western Europe, the Allies'
aircraft services are proving invaluable in the Dardanelles operations.

Another view of the same town from the opposite direction, showing plainly the Turkish forts guarding the mouth of the bay.
These unique photographs, taken during an aerial scouting expedition, give a graphic idea of how aerial reconnaissances are carried out.
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Some of Prussia's Legions on the Way to Warsaw

,
•
All Poland, 'resoundi to the rumble of vast armies, interminable Cavalcades, and guns. The Warsaw envelopment is Germany's
greatest miiiterY endeavour, and she is staking her all on its'shOCess. • This photograph shows some of the notorious Death's
Head Hussars resting on the wit to battle for the Polish capital.

Scene in any Polish village from the Baltic to the Carpathians. A body of Huns resting in the hot sun preparatory to jogging on
their way to meet the stubborn foe near the Vistula bank. German troops have passed through this locality in their hundred
thousands, wit`: all the paraphernalia of war—field-kitchens, ammunition-waggons, siege-trains, Red Cross cars—in their wake.
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Scenes along the Lines of Russia's Great Retreat

Russians removing one of their heavy guns to a new position in the course of a rearguard battle, covering their retreat from the
line of the Vistula. The fighting has been extremely desperate, but the Grand Duke has so far succeeded in his purpose, that or
preserving his forces intact while inflicting enormous losses on the advancing enemy.

Russian cavalry during the great strategical retreat riding to take part in a heavy rearguard action against Mackensen's forces.
It is a tribute to the ability with which the Grand Duke Nicholas is re—grouping his troops that during these engagements the enemy
has captured comparatively few prisoners or munitions.

Russian cavalry en route for the iron triangle between Warsaw and Brest Litovsk, into which the Grand Duke is withdrawing his
main armies, and from which it is expected he will resume the offensive. As each body of soldiers passes through Galician villages,
to take up some new position in the strategic retreat, picturesque peasants flock to see the martial pageant.
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Picture Paraphernalia o he Western War Area

French lieutenant holding in
his arms a 190 German shell,
which fell near his trench and
failed to explode.

Quaint mascot of a French'
regiment. A kid which was
born in the trenches under
heavy fire.

" Notre Dame des Tranches," or an improvised church in the
French first-line trenches. A remarkable expression of the
piety of our Gallic friends at the front.

Quite a brisk trade has developed along the French front in souvenirs of the war. These generally consist of rings, cigarette and
pencil cases, all made out of metal relics taken from the battlefield, and sold to the soldiers on their journeys to and from the trenches.
this photograph shows a stall with a group of interested " Poitus," our ally's popular name for soldiers, inset: Optimistic
c range-seller, who still parades at Nieuport, determined that the European war will not_interfere with his important business.
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Indefatigable Joffre in Reconquered Alsace

One of the most inspiring military ceremonies in France is the
decoration of heroes by their Commander-in-Chief. Genera! Joffre
is here seen embracing soldiers of the Moroccan Division who have
distinguished themselves. Thus to be honoured by the great commander, in the presence of their comrades, is the ideal of French soldiers.

The continued progress made by our French ally in Alsace is a
source of anxiety and consternation to the enemy. The gradual
re-conquest of Alsace-Lorraine is having a valuable moral effect
on French troops, and General Joffre, together with Genera!

Maud'huy, is seen in this photograph, riding mules, going over
that part of the Rhine provinces now restored to France. Inset :
Two charming Alsatian girls have just presented to the
Generalissimo a bouquet be-ribboned with the French colours.
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Hewing Out the Huns with the aid of a Pick

In order to capture a dominating German position near the
famous Hooge Chateau their trenches were recently blown up by
a mine sap, following which bombing parties dashed forward,
occupied the crater of the mine, and attacked the German communication trenches. During this difficult and thrilling operation

a party of British bombers came to a dug-out, in which some
Germans were barricaded, refusing to surrender.
Despite a
fierce cross-fire, Lieutenant Erskine, of the Middlesex, seized a
pick and started to hew a way into the dug-out. While thus
engaged the daring young officer was mortally wounded.

Y:5
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V.C. Hero's Terrible Journey with Bombs

The wonderful story of how Lieut. J. G. Smyth won the V.C.
is one of the most inspiring in the annals of the decoration.
To relieve the critical position of the 15th Sikhs, Lieut. Smyth
-and ten- sepoys volunteered to convey tWo boxes of bombs
from the reserve trench. Wriggling painfully over the open

ground, that literally hissed with a deluge of fire, they hauled the
heavy boxes after them. One by one the sepoys were struck, till
only Sepoy Lai Singh remained with the Lieutenant. On and
on they brawled, over the dead bodies of friend and foe, until
they reached their comrades with their precious burden.
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Italy's Alpine War against the Austro-Hun

Warfare as it exists in France and Poland is not known in the Italo-Austrian theatre of operations, where topographical
conditions render trench sieges for any length of time an impossibility. This photograph shows a group of Italian infantry
taking cover in the long grass near the Isonzo.

A modern vivandiere. The familiar ice—cream cart is to be seen near the zone of operations, presided over by a typical Italian,
whose stock—in—trade is greatly appreciated by King Victor's soldiers, as witness the expectant queue in this photograph.

Italian infantry are renowned for their dash. In a charge they have all the initiative and fire characteristic of the Latin
temperament, and the great progress they have made in the difficult Isonzo region is eloquent testimony to their enthusiasm.
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ork by Road and Rail

Rapid Red Cross
this page Nvill be found a series of photoON graphs
illustrating the latest scientific
devices now being used in the cause of humanity
in the war of nations, principal among which
is the Red Cross Society's motor field kitchen.
This comparatively small car is capable of
carrying a three days' supply of food, representing 1,500 meals. It dashes right into the
firing-line with hot dinners for the wounded on
the battlefield.
Among other innovations of interest is
the special ambulance train presented to the
Russian Army by the Tsaritza. It can be
imagined that the difficulties of coping with
large numbers of wounded soldiers on the
fields of Poland and Galicia are enormous.
Many are sent rapidly. to Petrograd, receiving
medical treatment en route in these magnificent;
smooth-running trains, which are veritable
hospitals on wheels. Speed in transport and
advanced knowledge of surgery are saving
thousands of lives in this war, where they
would have been lost in previous conflicts.

Red

oss Society's latest device toed the wounded. A field kitchen which
goes into the firing-Fine with hot meals for fallen soldiers.

Interior of operating compartment on an ambulance train
recently presented by the Empress of Russia" o the Army.

Interior of a Red Cross motor field kitchen
designed by the engineers of the Ft.A.IVI C.

Bacteriological motor laboratory going to the battlefields in
quest of deadly baCteria for medical examination.

The Empreas of Russia's Red Cross train: Which jOUrneys between the batt
plains of East Prussia and Petrograd with wounded soldiers.

Artistic Efforts of the Enemy in Action

German soldier-printer in the field setting up trench stories.

Distribution of the mail in a German camp near Rheims.

A

Music (and beer) have " charms to soothe the savage Hun!"
Germans enjoying an accordion solo.

RT, Literature, and Music, as practised on the
German front, are illustrated by these photographs of sons of Kulturland.
The German soldier - compositor is standing
at his " case " and setting up the type for a small
daily newspaper that is written, printed, and
published at the front for the edification of the
men of his regiment. As the " news " is, doubtless,
as carefully doctored as the wireless reports that
reach this country from Germany, then those
particular Huns must already have learnt of
and rejoiced over the burning of London, the
sinking of the British Navy, and the complete
annihilation of the " contemptible little Army ! "
One has heard of several cases of British
" ifommies " publishing newspapers in the trenches,
lint, having a sense of humour, our soldiers content
themselves with writing witty parodies in prose and
verse to enliven life at the front, instead of
speculating seriously on the fall of Berlin or the
ultimate fate of the Kaiser.
The German soldier seen sketching on a slab of
white stone is G. Otte, a Berlin artist. He has
chosen a ghastly subject for his cartoon—the figure
of Death seated on a large throne. At the skeleton's
elbow is an open book.
The drawing, as can be seen, was only partly
finished when our photograph was taken, but we
understand that the artist intended to depict Death
watching the world-conflict and entering his scores
in the book of Doom.
When finished the stone was to be placed over
the grave of some German soldiers.
frrr

" Death enthroned "—the subject of this German soldier's grim Germans have developed a mania for Iron Crosses ; these ere consoling themselves for lack of the " real thing " with a pebble replica.
cartoon that he is seen sketching on a slab of white stone.
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Dug-outs of Thoroughness in France and Poland

This is not a row of pleasant summer-houses in some arboreal expanse, but the ,dug-outs otwar built by German soldiers a few
hundred yards behind their first-line trenches on the 'western front. The atteritiowto minute'detail and a certain artistic effect are
remarkable in such ephemeral habitations, and are typical of the Teuton genius.,

Another example of " thoroughness." German officers' shelter in the arodoo Woods, Poland. A small garden in front of the construction has been laid out with great care, and the roof has been neatly enclosed with a wooden railing. A group of officers have
just concluded a meal in the shade of the trees, while some soldiers are enjoying theirs at a respectful distance.
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By F. A. Niclienzie, War Correspondent
TALEMATE or victory ? At the end of the first
year of the war this is the issue that confronts
Britain.
We have succeeded in defeating the main plans of the
Germans. They did not enter Paris ; they have not
crushed France ; they have not occupied Calais ; they are
only sweeping the Tsar's .armies back from Poland into
Russia proper after a year of effort ; they have not landed
the smallest invading force on our shores ; they have
not even seriously threatened our command of the seas.
That is one side. But there is another. In the west
the line of battle is practically the same as it was last
November. Our plans for forcing the Germans out of
Belgium in the spring failed, and our hopes of a quick
success in the Dardanelles have been dashed. Russia is
bravely facing a very serious situation and France is
throwing her full strength against lines of steel. We are
at a point where we must gain substantial victories in the
future, or admit the likelihood of the war dragging on
indefinitely and becoming a long test of sheer endurance,
or consent to call it a draw. The last is impossible if our
Empire is to maintain its place among the nations.
What Germany Hoped to Do
The war in the west, so far as it particularly affects us,
divides itself, from the military point of view, into several
definite stages. There came first the great German rush
into France through Belgium. The German General
Staff reckoned upon a short, sharp land campaign. Their
armies were prepared. They knew that the Allies were
not. They determined to give them no time to prepare,
and August 24th was fixed as the day upon which the Kaiser
was to enter Paris.
The Germans failed to do all they had planned. Their
failure was due first to the unexpectedly obstinate resistance
of the Belgians at Liege, and next to the fighting strength
of our Expeditionary Force. Yet it would be idle to deny
that, judged purely from a military standpoint, this first
German advance was one of the most 'amazing exhibitions
of military efficiency seen since Napoleon's dash over
the Alps. Within a month the Germans had revolutionised
our ideas of war by the use of abnormally heavy guns,
large numbers of machine-guns, and motor traction.
The " Little British Army"
Our Expeditionary Force reached France in the middle
of August, and advanced rapidly towards Belgium, meeting
the Germans at Mons. The French had refused `to believe
that the main German blow was being struck from the north,
and had concentrated their principal forces upon Lorraine.
We were supported on either side by French Territorials,
without adequate artillery or equipment. The Germans
struck on the French lines, defeated the French armies
on the Belgian frontier, and pressed down on our own men
in overwhelming numbers and with overwhelming strength
in artillery.
General French had the choice between retiring or being
surrounded. The retreat of Mons followed, a retreat
which ranks among the most brilliant exploits of the war.
We had to sacrifice much in men and in equipment. When
the right moment came our Army, which the Germans
thought destroyed, was able to turn round and strike a vital
blow at the enemy. General Joffre governed his strategy
by one principle. He was going to keep his armies
together and not risk a repetition of the experience of
1870, when the French, broken into various fragments,
were destroyed piecemeal. When the defeat of his troops
on the Belgian front and the fall of Namur brought the
Germans on him, he abandoned fortresses, towns, and lines
of defence, and retired to the very gates of Paris. It seemed
as though Paris itself must fall. Then, at the darkest
moment, relief came. The Russian advance in the east
compelled a diversion of the German forces. General
von Kluck, the German commander, attempted a dangerous
move which gave the Allies an opening. General Pau

S

struck from the west, the British army turned its retreat
into an advance, and jofire threw all his forces into the
scale. The Germans were forced back from the Marne
to the other side of the River Aisne.
The Race to the Coast
Now came a great race between the Germans and the
Allies up to the coast. The Germans could have had Calais
and Boulogne a week or two earlier almost without a shot.
Now French and British forces fought with them for position
and the rival lines, which have been largely maintained
since; were drawn to the sea,
The attack on Antwerp proved once more the overwhelming position of the great gun in modern war. The
Germans shelled Antwerp safely from the distance and
compelled its surrender. There has been much controversy
over the wisdom of the despatch of a British expeditionary
force there. The despatch of this force was evidently a
compromise between two parties in the Government. One
party, led by Mr. Churchill, advocated the expedition,
another section disagreed. As a compromise an inferior
force was sent—and sent too late.
The German armies, having captured Antwerp, launched
themselves towards the coast in a determined effort to take
Calais. The first Battle of Ypres ranks among the most
glorious and desperate enterprises of British arms. A
force of British and French held at bay week after week
Germans six times their number. Our losses were tremendous. At one stage every man, from the Commander-inChief to the cook's mate, helped in the fighting-lines. The
Germans were forced back and paid dearly for their venture.
The war of the trenches during the winter months was a
test of endurance. No soldiers have been tried harder
than those men who lived week by week in the sodden and
freezing pits of Flanders.
The Disappointment in the Spring
During the autumn and the winter new armies numbering
between one and two million men had been raised in
England, and it was anticipated that there would be a big
forward movement in the spring. " I do not know how
long the war will last, but it will begin in May," was a reply
credited to Kitchener. Two great British attacks_ at
Neuve Chapelle in March and on Hill 6o in April were
regarded as preliminary skirmishes. But before we could
strike our great blow the Germans struck at us. On April
22nd there came the fierce attack on Ypres, when, by the
use of poisonous gas the line to the north was broken and
the situation to the north was only momentarily saved by
the splendid heroism of the Canadian troops.
A long battle followed, lasting some weeks. We were
compelled to shorten our lines, and it became evident that
there had bean a serious flaw in our preparations. We had
the men but we had not enough munitions, and, in particular,
we had not enough high-explosive shells.
Since that time the object of the Germans has been to
hold the western lines with comparatively light forces„
while concentrating their armies on the Russian front.
The French have made bold attempts to advance, notably
north of Arras. The summer fighting has undoubtedly
shown the great strength of the Germans' defensive lines.
It is anticipated on all sides that the British armies, in
increased numbers and with their artillery enormously
improved, will attempt in the late summer the campaign
planned for the spring.
The year of war has taught us many military lessons.
It has shown that old-style fortifications are useless against
modern artillery. It has proved that war to-day is more
than ever an affair of machinery. The fate of nations is
decided by big guns, by munitions, and by machine-guns.
Mobility of armies has been enormously increased by motor
traction. Reconnaissance has been revolutionised by the
aeroplane. It is practically impossible to-day to carry out
the secret massing of troops in great strength at any point
unknown to the enemy.
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Canada sends More Men and Still More

Unit of Canadian Field Artillery leaving Valcartier Mobilisation Camp to embark at Quebec for the front via the Motherland. Canada
is still giving liberally of her sons in the great war against the Central European Empires, and it must be a source of gratification to
the Dominion that the Canadian Volunteers are among the soldiers most feared by the Lerman conscripts.

Field—Marshal H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught, who, of course, is taking an ardent interest in the Canadian Contingent and recruiting,
is seen in this photograph crossing a pontoon bridge in the line of march from Valcartier to Quebec.
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ENVAR.-3-13-Y SEA
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
N 1914 an inspection on July i8th was substituted
for the usual naval manoeuvres, and the fleets
returned to their posts and the reserve men to
their homes. The Austrian ultimatum on July 23rd
had found our Navy mobilised, but so little was the situation
understood that on July 24th the first or chief fleet of
Dreadnoughts was ordered to disperse from Portland to
the dockyard ports to give leave to the men. Happily the
order was cancelled by wireless, but it was not until July
30th, or two days after Austria declared war, that the order
was given to mobilise. On July 28th orders were given to
our scattered ships abroad to coal and concentrate. On
August 4th Sir John Jellicoe, with a new Chief of the Staff,
was ordered to take over the control of the Grand Fleet.
We suffered everywhere from a delayed and a bad start,
and it was only the overwhelming naval strength of Great
Britain, France, and Russia, as opposed to Germany
alone in the first instance, that prevented serious consequences. This strength reposed mainly on battleships,
and :was such as to make it certain that the enemy's fleet
would not put to sea except in the Baltic, where they were
unfortunately not threatened by British submarines in
the early period of the war.
Owing to the wise policy of encouraging private
shipbuilding, which might well have been extended, we
were able to take up a large reinforcement in the ships
building for foreign Powers. With an ample margin of
strength, losses are not vital, and policy should gain in
courage. The losses are only questioned when armoured
ships have formed more or less stationary targets for
submarines, and have had no protecting screen of submarine
destroyers.

I

The Cause of Turkish Hostility
The North Sea was prepared against us instead of by
us in regard to mines, and abroad the Goeben and the Breslau
escaped through causes which a year after the war have
been left unexplained by the Government. It is agreed on
all hands that the escape of these vessels to Constantinople
was the cause of the advent of Turkey into the war and
the consequent loss of supplies for the Russian Army.
On the other foreign stations there were two armoured
cruisers, eight small cruisers, and a number of armed
merchantmen belonging to Germany. Unfortunately,
these stations had been reduced in strength in past years
on the plea that commerce 'could take care of itself, and that
in the defence of an empire the only important consideration
was to defend the heart.
The-truth is, as we have seen, that as with the human
organism—if the extremities are neglected the greater the
strain will be on the heart. We had to rush abroad a vast
number of vessels with mobilised crews from the reserves.
This meant unsuitable ships, with ill-trained crews, such
as the Canopus, and the unlucky Good Hope and Monmouth,
which were sunk by the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau. Even
the Triumph, which was sent to co-operate with the Japanese
against Tsing tau, was manned on the outbreak of war
by the crews of gunboats assembled at Hong-Kong, with
about twelve per cent. of her crew from the garrison. No
attempt was made to shadow any of the German cruisers,
so as to bring them to action, though their whereabouts
were known, and some of them- had been in British ports
or passed our warships within a few days of war. The
result was that some battle-cruisers, about eighty cruisers,
besides a large number of armed merchantmen and old
armoured ships, had to be employed on the task of rounding
up a few enemy vessels, because of the mischief they were
working to commerce and the delay they were causing
to the transport of our troops from India, Australia, etc.
Ultimately the work was skilfully accomplished by the
Navy, the most notable achievement being the destruction
of Von Spec's squadron on December 8th off the Falkland
Islands by Sturdee, with a squadron consisting of precisely
-those vessels which had been promised to the Dominions

at the Imperial Conference in 1909, and then taken away
on the plea that they were required for home waters.
Very soon after the outbreak of war the Navy had
successfully transferred the Expeditionary Force of 80,000
men to France, a timely reinforcement which exercised a
profound influence on the course of the campaign.
Considering that the task was accomplished within a,
few hours' steaming of a great hostile navy, with the
subsequent work of our transports without any casualties,
it deserved to rank as one of the most remarkable
achievements in the history of war.
The problem had been forced on our attention by. the
Agadir crisis in 1911, and its successful solution shows the
gain from long and careful preparation. The track of
the Channel between England and Belgium became an
impenetrable barrier to all surface craft.
British Destroyers' Supremacy
Had the problem of the submarine been similarly
considered, its action would certainly have been even more
circumscribed than is the case under the handicap of a
bad start. The prominence given to every loss, however,
must not blind us to the fact that, as Sir Norman Hill
pointed out, of every i,000 voyages to and from Liverpool,
998 had been safely accomplished. It is also true that
armed merchant vessels have been relatively immune from
attack and not a single transport has been lost.
In the North Sea itself much was done by the Navy to
retrieve the bad start given to it by the Government. The
sea itself, by the use of mines in association with the
submarines had, become for us one of uncertainty. A
service of mine-sweepers, manned largely by fishermen,
was quickly got to work, and has throughout the .war
rendered splendid service. Our destroyers qUickly
established their ascendancy over the enemy destroyers,
and after a sharp lesson given by Beatty on August 28th
in the Heligoland Bight neither German small cruisers
or destroyers showed themselves at sea.
P.-1
Only now for the first time, after reports from their aircraft that the coast is clear, do we hear again of German
destroyers being at sea. Her battle and armoured -cruisers,
however, manifested a certain daring in attackine, coastal
towns, an operation so manifestly useless as to
b reveal
its object as being to tempt our ships over a minefield, and
on a track where submarines would attack. On each
occasion accidents happened to the German squadron,
suggesting conditions of panic in the command. On the
second they narrowly escaped through fog. On the third
they Were brought to action and received a sharp lesson,
losing the Blucher. -The remaining ships escaped through
a failure to press home the advantage won, and the cause
of this error of judgment has not been explained.
Closing the Net
It was unfortunate that at the most critical period of
the action the admiral in charge had to drop out through
the crippling of his flagship H.M.S. Lion. Since then the
North Sea has been destitute of events except the operations
of the German submarines. It should be added that our
failure to lay mines at the first in the waters around
Heligoland, into which all German maritime activities
must pour because of the situation of her rivers and ports,
did not save us from mining much larger areas at a later
period of the war.
It will be seen that all naval effort is devoted to a gradual
closing of the net. We have eliminated the German Navy,
abroad, and the greater part of German trade and colonies.
The French Navy, from the first, closed the. forty-mile
gateway to the Adriatic, and the Italians are drawing the
net closer and closer, and if we have not drawn the net ,as
close as it might have been in the North Sea, it has, at any
rate, practically confined the German Navy inside its own
mined triangle of waters and sandbanks behind Heligoland
with a back-door escape to the Baltic.
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Wounding the Fighting Man for the Sake of his Health

French soldiers lined up for inoculation. Were it not for the vigilance of the Red Gross, Europe might, after a year of unprecedented
conflict, be ravaged by pestilence as disastrous as the war. Right : Remarkable Invention by Dr. Depage, Belgium's celebrated
surgeon. it is known as a plaster bridge, and keeps a fractured arm in its normal position, thereby facilitating healing.

Sturdy British bluejackets in the Levant likewise are going through the slight ordeal of vaccination. The life of the -fighting man,
healthy as it is, is full of dangers other than those of shot and shell. Typhoid and similar scourges are ever prevalent, but inocula-.
Don has considerably mitigates:lit-le peril of disease.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

L

AST week I gave a brief review of the actual deeds of
the pilots of the Royal Naval Air Service and of
the Royal Flying Corps during the first year of war.
We may now proceed to consider what effect the use of
aircraft has had on the course of the war in general, and
what has been prevented or what has been learned by the
addition of aircraft to the fighting forces of the various
nations.
Though the R.N.A.S. sea patrols, both across the Strait
of Dover and in the far North Sea from Scapa Flow, did
not discover any hostile seacraft in the early days of the
war—for the excellent reason that there were none to
discover—much valuable knowledge was gained as to the
organisation of coast patrols and deep-sea scouting, which
has been of immense value since.
Later on aircraft of various sorts—seaplanes and airships
—did a good deal of work hunting for submarines, and in
fact contributed in various -ways, which must not be
described, to their capture. Aircraft were also very useful
in connection with mine-sweeping operations, as in suitable
weather a man in an aeroplane or airship can spot mines

ment in Flanders, which by continually harassing Zeppelin
sheds -at Ghent, Brussels, and elsewhere, and by destroying
two Zeppelins in one day, one in the air and one in its shed,
have shown that Belgium is not healthy for Zeppelins,
either as a home or as a road. The only alternative as a
home is farther east, at Liege, or Diisseldorf, or Cologne,
and then the journey is so long that there is increased
danger of beim, caught by aeroplanes in daylight, or of
being surprisedbby a change in the weather and wrecked.
In controlling gun fire along the Belgian coast, and in
East Africa, and at the Dardanelles, and in destroyingsubmarines in Belgian harbours, the R.N.A.S. has also
done good work.

Valuable Work by the R.F.C.
The effect of aircraft on land warfare has been so much
of a surprise that it must be considered as a whole rather
than in relation to the Royal Flying Corps only. Even
just before the outbreak of war it was generally considered
that the use of aircraft would hasten the end of any campaign in which they were employed. It was argued that
the ability to " see behind the bill "
would enable the opposing commandersin-chief to come to grips sooner, and
thus would bring about a decisive battle
more quickly.
In practice the effect has been exactly
the opposite. The excellent scouting by
the R.F.C. in the first fortnight during
which the British Army was in touch
with the Germans enabled - Sir John
French to discover that he was opposed
to an overwhelming force, and so he
decided on a retreat which saved the
bulk of the army ; whereas if he had
not had that information, the chances
are that the whole army would have
stood and fought, and would have been
annihilated by sheer numbers of infantry
and by weight of artillery.
In a precisely similar way, during the
German retreat from the Mame to the
Aisne, the Germans were able to avoid
a crushing defeat, although our own
aircraft assisted ably in finding the weak
places in the German forces at which our
army could strike with most effect.
At a later period, when the Germans
is not always realised that the Great War continues the whole round of the clock.
Seldom does the fighting cease for want of daylight, for star-shells and rockets are ever
had retreated to their prepared positions
hurtling through the air to " lighten " the arduous work of the artillery. This photo-on the Aisne, and the combined French
graph is an impression of German rockets fired from aeroplanes on Russian positions.
and British armies attempted to outflank
below the surface which would be missed by a ship unless them via Amiens, Arras, Lille, and Ypres, the German airshe ran into it.
craft were able to follow the general trend of the movement,
The various seaplane-carrying ships in the North Sea despite the fact that the R.F.C. drove most of the German
showed the Germans what they may expect when this side machines out of the air by persistently attacking them
of the Service is sufficiently developed to allow of regular whenever they appeared, with the precise object of preventbomb-dropping raids on the German coast towns, and ing the Germans from seeing what was being done.
although the material damage done in the Cuxhaven raid
When finally the two hostile armies were firmly entrenched
was small, it had considerable moral value in decreasing opposite one another, and the regular routine of reconthe cocksureness of the population in that part of Germany. naissance, bomb-dropping, and artillery fire-control began
Dispelling the Zeppelin Menace
—as mentioned last week—the aircraft on both sides
The various coastal air-stations have done very useful merely increased the deadlock. If one side began to mass
work in chasing German aircraft which have invaded this troops in one particular district whence an attack could
country. It has not been policy, of course, to state exactly be launched at a particular section of our line, our aircraft
what has been done, and the R.N.A.S. has been jeered at spotted the concentration, and the line was strengthened
by the ignorant for not having done the impossible or the to meet the attack, which inevitably failed. And similarly
absurd—as, for instance, for not bringing down blazing the Germans were able to prepare for any attack.
Without aircraft on either side, clever and rapid organisaZeppelins in the centres of thickly populated industrial
districts. But it may be noted that daylight raids by tion might enable such an attack to succeed by striking
German aeroplanes seem to have ceased for some months, before the enemy got wind of the preparations.
Thus we find that what aircraft have really done is to
and that Zeppelins only come over at night, and then it is
bring us back to the most primitive form of trench warfare.
impossible for them to aim accurately.
There are also developments in aircraft in progress
Even Zeppelin raids at night have not been popular
which, if fully carried out, will again alter the nature of war.
recently, and for this we may thank the R.N.A.S. detach-
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New Names on the Scroll of Heroic Fame-

Lee.-Cpl. L. A. AUSTIN,
Cambridgeshire Regt.

1,0-Corporal L. A. Austin, Cambridgeshire Regt., the youngest D.C.M., being only seventeen,
and gained the decoration for bravery under heavy shrapnel fire. Lance-Corporal C. S. M. P.
Arbroath, 5th Black Watch, won the D.C.M. for gallantry in action. Comp.-Sergt.-Major
T. Corry received the D.C.M. for acts of great courage under fire. Lance-Corporal Francis gained
the award for bravery at Festubert, working his way close up to the German trenches in daylight and so securing superiority of fire. Lance-Corporal C. J. Driver gained the D.C.M. for
sapping and mining. Sergeant W. E. Packhard was awarded the D.C.M. for bravery with
a machine-gun when within twenty yards of the enemy.
Sapper H. J. Ferris received the D.C.M. for gallant work under heavy fire. Sergeant F. T.
Montgomery was awarded the D.C.M. for courage while with a small party for ten days in
enemy country. Private A. T. Weston gained his D.C.M. for gallantly rescuing comrades who
had been overcome by gas'. Corporal D. Allison gained his D.C.M. for obtaining valuable
information under most perilous conditions. Comp.-Sergt.-Major H. Wright won the D.C.M.
for great bravery, when wounded, at Ypres.
Corporal W. G. Tanner gained the D.C.M. for great gallantry in action. Sergeant T. R.
Pearson received his D.C.M. for his daring and coolness at Cuinchy. Corporal J. D. Mackenzie
won his D.C.M. for outstanding bravery in action and for rescuing an officer. Sergeant E. C.
Burgess received his D.C.M. for devotion to duty in tending to wounded under heavy shell
fire. Sergeant H. Venn won his D.C.M. for gallantry with a machine-gun section at Neuve
Chapelle. Lance-Corporal B. Stead gained the D.C.M. for throwing a basket of bombs, one
of which had become ignited, out of the trench, and so saving many lives. The bombs would
have exploded in five seconds. Corporal W. N. Frampton gained his D.C.M. for bravery in
repairing telephone wires under fire. Corporal B. Venters won the D.C.M. for repairing wires
under heavy shell fire. Corporal 3. B. Hill and Corporal S. M. Chapmait won the D.C.M. for
their great bravery under fire. Sergeant W. F. Pothecary was awarded his D.C.M. for his L.-Cpl. C. S. M. P. ARBROATH
courageous reconnoitring, by crawling to within ten yards of the enemy.
5th Black Watch.

Comp.-Sergt.-Maj. T. CORRY,
Irish Guards.

Lee.-Cpl, FRANCIS,
South Wales Borderers.

Lee.-Cpl. C. J. DRIVER,
Royal Engineers.,

Sergt. F. T. MONTGOMERY,
Warwickshire Regt.

Pte. A. T. WESTON,
Staffortshire Regt.

Cpl. D. ALLISON,
Highland Light Infantry.

Comp.-Sergt.-Maj. H. WRIGHT,
3rd Middlesex.

Cpl. W. G. TANNER,"
Argyll & Sutherland Highldrs.

Sergt. T. R. PEARSON,
Northamptonshire Regt,

Cpl. J. D. MACKENZIE,
Cameron Highlanders.

Sergt. E. C. BURGESS,
Queen Victoria's Rifles.

Sergt. H. VENN,
Berkshire Regt.

Lee.-Cpl. R. STEAD,
West Yorkshire Regt.

Cpl. W. N. FRAMPTON,
Honourable Artillery Coy.

Cpl. B. VENTERS,
Royal Field Artillery.

Cpl. J. B. HILL,
16th London Regt.

Cpl. S. M. CHAPMAN,
Royal Engineers.

Sergt. W. F. POTHECARY,
5th London Regt,

Sergt. W.• E, PACKHARD,
1st East Surrey Regt.

Sapper H. J. FERRIS,
Royal Engineers.'
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OF

Chronology of Events, July 1st to 31st, 1915
JULY I.-German repulse in Galicia. In the
sectors of the front from Kamionka to
Halicz great loss inflicted on enemy,
i,000 prisoners taken.
Announced that Leyland liner Armenian sunk by German submarine il28
off Scilly Isles. Violent German attack
in the Argonne.
JULY 2. - Admiralty announce H.M.S.
Lightning damaged by explosion of a
mine or torpedo, 14 of crew missing.
German Naval Defeat.-Submarine
torpedoed and sunk German battleship
in the Baltic. In same action light
cruiser Albatross driven on shore and
destroyed.
JULY 3.-Fieree Struggle in the Argonne
continued without material gains on
either side.
JULY 4.-Germans very active between the
Meuse and Moselle. Attacks made at
several points in the La Haye region.
Italian Commander-in-Chief reports
bombardment by his forces, with visible
result, of fortifications of Malbarghetto
and the Predil Pass.
Allies inflicted heavy losses on,Turks
in violent attack on our positions in
Gallipoli.
fuLY 3.-Lord Fisher's New Post.-Announeed that Lord Fisher appointed
Chairman of the Inventions Board.
Russians report successful offensive
in the direction of Radom, Southern
Poland.
Turks' L05503 in Dardanelles.-A
despatch from Sir Iaffi Hamilton describes
attacks by Turks upon our positions.
These failed, andeTurks' losses amounted
.
_
to over 20,000 men.3. 4-LY 6.-British Gain North of Ypres.Sir John French reports gain of ground
south-west- of Pill:en, near Ypres.
Great Russian Rally. Western column
of Anstro-German advan_ce between
Vistula and the Bug severely defeated.
JULY 7.-Sir Ian Hamilton's First Long
Despatch on Dardanelles operations
published.
Germans, in taking offensive near St.
Mihiel, penetrated French first line on a
front of 76o yards.
JULY 8.-Austrians admit defeat of their army
which had advanced north-east of
Krasnik. In the direction of Lublin,
Russians developed the offensive, and
captured r r,000 prisoners, and several
dozen machine-guns.
French Advance on Soitchez.-To the
north of the station French carried a
line of German trenches after having
annihilated all defenders with grenades,
and progressed beyond.
Italian cruiser the Amalfi torpedoed
by Austrian submarine in Upper Adriatic.
JULY 9.-Botha's Final Triumph.-Officially
announced General Botha has accepted
surrender of entire German forces in
South-West Africa.
JULY ro.-German Reply to U.S.A. Note published. The arguments in justification
of the sinking of the Lusitania are
repeated, and Americans are told that if
they sail in British ships they do so at
their own risk.
Austrian retreat in Poland. Russian
army defending Lublin took over 15,00:
prisoners.
JULY IL-To the north of Arras French,
completed the dislodging of enemy front
trenches in which he had been able to
maintain himself on the line captured by
French on the 8th.
Air raid on Venice, very little damage
done.
JULY 12.-Despateh on Second Battle of
Ypres and the operations in the Festubert
region, by Sir John French, published.
Souchez Cemetery taken by Germans,
also some parts of -the adjacent trenches.
JULY 13.-Announced that two British
monitors have totals' wrecked the

German light cruiser Konigsberg in a
river in East Africa, where she took
refuge last October.
Germans fierce attack on the Labyrinth completely failed. At Neuville
enemy attacks repulsed.
French air raid in the Woevre. Squadron of 35 aeroplanes rained 171 bombs
on Vigneulles, the junction for the field
railways running from region of Metz.
Stores and supplies concentrated there
set on fire and destroyed.
Attack of Crown Prince's Army in the
Argonne bent back French line in places,
but _later restored.
Success of War Loan.-Mr. McKenna
announced that 1'570,000,000, not including subscriptions through the Post
Office, had been subscribed.
JULY I4.-French air squadron attacked
Libercourt, a military junction between
DOUAI arid Lille.
- . New German move north of Warsaw.
Officially announced from Russia that the
Germans are trying to reach Warsaw
from the north.
In the Argonne the German attacks,
which were concentrated in the region
between Marie Therese and the Haute- Chevauchee, definitely checked.
JULY 15.-Dardanelles Subeess. - Sir Ian
Hamilton reports that as result of attack
by our troops and the French in Gallipoli,
400 yards were gained on both flanks.
New German Attack in NOrthem
Poland, along a front- of 16o mileS from
Prasnysch to Kalvaria.
Strike of 202,000 Welsh miners begun.
JULY 16.-Russians admit. loss of Prasnysch.
Enemy developing new offensive= in
Baltic provinces.
Interest in the western front still
centred in the Argonne. Strong German
attacks to recover lost ground in Lorraine renutsed.
• Success in Central Cameroons.-Press
Bureau announced that on June 29
the allied forces occupied the town of
Ngaun dere.
JULY 47.-----Fighting renewed in Argonne, all
enemy attacks checked.
JULY i8.-Ilindenburg's New Move.-German troops- in east under Von Hindenburg forcing Russians back toward the
line of fortresses of the River Narew.
Heavy fighting in the west. In the
Argonne, on the Heights of the Meuse,
orr-the Lorraine border, and in the Vosges
Germans made determined attacks.
Italians advanced. successfully on the
Cadore frontier.
Italian cruiser Guiseppe Garibaldi
sunk by Austrian submarines in the
Adriatic.
JULY 19.-Great Russian Deferice.-Splendid
stand made by our ally against German
attacks north and south of Warsaw.
Fierce fighting in the south, along the
front of - the ublin Cholm railway. On
the Krasnik front the Austrians were
repulsed.
German attack west and south-west
of Souchez repulsed by French, also one
to the-south-east of Les Eparges.
Officially announced -. that Italians
have obtained a substantial success on
the Isonzo front, cap-tin-Mg formidable
lines of trencheS, 2,000 prisoners, and
guns.
Dardanelles Losses.-Announced that
up to end of June total naval and military
casualties were 1,933 officers and 40,501
men.
JULY 20.-The Russian Retreat.-Our ally
falls back on places to River Narew and
line of fortresses protecting main railway
line from Warsaw to Petrograd. In
conformity with this movement the
Bzura-Rawka front abandoned.
Sir John French reports that -the British
east of Ypres sprung a mine and occupied
-5o yards of German trenches.

French aerial raid on railway station
of Colmar, also on Conflans, junction
between Verdun and Metz.
Italian Sueeess.-After an all-day
battle on Lower Isonzo several lines of
Austrian trenches captured; 2,000
prisoners taken.
Coal strike ended, terms of settlement
drawn up by Mr. Lloyd George.
JULY 2 I .-Advance on Warsaw. - Russians
reported still holding the Blonie defences,
15 miles from Warsaw. and offering
strong opposition to General Mackensen
south of the Lublin railway (south-east
of Warsaw). In the Baltic provinces
Germans advanced near Shavli.
French Gain in Vosges.-Progress reported to within a short distance of
crest of the Linge (north of Miinster).
Capture of a small redoubt from Turks in Gallipoli.
JULY 22.-The Battle for Warsaw.-Reported closing in on Warsaw from the
west and south-west. Between the city
and the fortress of Ivangorod the retreating Russians reached the Vistula.
French storm a summit in the Vosges.
In the Fecht valley they took Metzeral
and Sondernach.
Gallipoli Gains.-Despatch from Sir
Ian Hamilton reports that since July 18
our forces have made steady progress
in consolidating captured trenches.
'Fighting on the Euphrates.-India
Office announces that British expedition
from Kurna attacked defences of the
position established on the Euphrates
by the Turks and Arabs. Latter forced
to retreat.
JULY 23.-Italian success. Officially reported
that on the Carso our ally inflicted
g
t rr t :lefeat on enemy ; 1,500 prisoners
a ei ,
JULY 24.-Text of third American Note
to Germany published.
Fierce fighting for Warsaw continued.
° passage of the Narew
Germans forced
between Pultusk and Rozan. JULY 25.=French Success in Vosges. German
defensive positions from La Fontenelle
to Launois stormed, and over Boo
prisoners taken.
JULY 26.-Fight for Warsaw.-Russian official
report admits that Germans crossed the
Narew between the fortress of Rozan
and Obryte Pultusk. Mackensen's forcessouth of the Lublin- Cholm railway have
been fought to a standstill. The enemy's
advance towards the Bug- on the north,
threatening main communication between
Warsaw and Petrograd, continued,
Officially announced that Italian naval
forces have occupied island of Pelagosa,
in the Adriatic.
Announced in Parliament that Turkish
and Arab troops heavily defeated up the
Euphrates. Nasirzeh taken on July 25.
JULY 27.-Italians gained a height on the
Carso plateau, and took 3,200 prisoners.
More Vosges gains. French entirely
conquered the strong German positions
near the Lingekopf.
Battles of the Narew.-Russia reports
that German troops who crossed the
Narew between the fortresses of Rozan
and Poltusk have been checked.
Mr. Asquith in Parliament stated total
casualties to July 20 numbered 330,995.
JULY 28.-ruggle for Warsaw.-Enemy
held - .'`carly all points.
JULY-29.-On the Bug River above Sokal
Russians repulsed two Austrian attacks ;
1,5oo prisoners taken.
JULY 30.-Sir John French reports that by
using liquid fire enemy penetrated our
trenches north and south of Hooge.
JULY 31.-Unoffieially Reported Warsaw
Evacuated.-Nssians admit enemy
crossed Vistula between Warsaw and
Ivangorod.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE MEANING OF CIVILISED WARFARE.—This photograph
records an incident which took place recently on the Halo—Austrian
front. A troop of our Mediterranean allies is passing through an
Austrian village. Instead of emulating the depraved vas victis!
tactics of the Hun, they are following the profession of arms with

Edited by
J. A. Hammerton

almost unreasonable consideration for non—combatants. Not a
sign of debris, no ravaged hearth, or shattered sanctuary marks
the Italians' trail of war. An Austrian woodcutter passes quietly
out of the village as the conqueror comes in; a group of Franz
Josef'ri subjects contemplates the invader unmolested,

By A. G. HA ES
This being the first number of our third volume, and a full year having elapsed since our first
issue, ft has seemed to me a good dprortztrifty to invite_ a wall,known war correspondent, whose
-writings have-been of the most heartening kind,- to sound us a,clarion note for the new year of the
weir. Mr. A. G. Hales first- zdois' Mtge in'the South African Wai, and in the earlier' stages of the
.Europedn War he saw fighting on lbe- French frontier and in 1364414m, contributing various articles
to our pages descriptive of his exPerfences. He is not one who has shouted victory when there IS
Rio zrieforit, or sought to _foster falie confidence, being fully aware of the terrible dangers through which
our country, has recently been passing—dangers not yet dispelled—but from which there is now
reason to believe we shall eventually emerge victorious. His note is one of confidence in the final
issue, come when it may, and facing a new year of the struggle it is well that the confident note should ring
—but never to imperil our application to the titanic task that lies before our Empire.—THE EDITOR.
A YEAR ago the peace of the world t as shattered, could give them. Yet no veteran troops could do more
and the blood-red streamers -of war blazoned the than these tyros have achieved ; the blood of the breed has
skies. For a quarter of a century men had spoken in tones that challenge history for a better or a
prophesied that the Balkans would cradle a
-nobler record. They have been great. Officers
struggle that would looses the sabre in the
and men in actual warfare have risen to
scabbard in every:capital.in
yet When
the Alpine heights of efficiency. Again we
the shock so, leng „FA*c-ted..q...kd.. so Widely .
have much to thank.the gods fgr.',
heralded "Caine, only:one nation Was ready'
Russia, France, Italy, and Serbia all have
for the holocaust The prophets" were right.
fought, and are fighting well against thethree
Not only in Kunape has the sword leapt from
great military Powers engaged against _;the
its sheath; blades ,have,been bared in the
Allies. We talk too much of Gerrnany, and
uttermoSt:Parts Of.. the earth.. East'and west
forget 'the military records of Austria;-and.
the
is shakingjtO the tread of armed
Dirkey. Yet to a very great extent therein
marching . and counter-marching, training,
lie the bitterly anxious moments we have
and fighting -, AlmOst every ocean is.pioUghed
experienced during the- last six months.
by-‘Warlike keels bent on destruCtion. The air
Gallant little Serbia shatteted herself against
be*erenearthandliekven is Vibrant- With the
Austria. Turkey hai held, and is still holding,
~rliir of s ae4t4Lclealing* craft . that hOver like
a superb British and. French' army at bay on
vurtuteS• over 'Cities and armies- The world "
the route to ConStantinople
; if Turkey
_
. thad
•
belowthe Surface of the water is
With IS':
heen on our side, as she might easily baye
i/Jett e
hidden menace;and Murder unmasks itself =
been—if
we
had
outbidden
the
Germans
Y.
A. G. HALES.
in the laboratories of science.: Has all, the
when Turkey was practically in the market
world gone Mid; or is the Great Architect refining mankind Germany would have been beaten to her knees aftei•
by
the retreat from the Marne ; Russia would have poured
_ firer
•
.
We have just passed through a year of misery and troops through the Dardanelles to take the field in
anguish ; the Whole of creation is wet with tears ; there is France ; we should have rained ammunition into Russia
pain and sorrow everywhere`; the hands of the clock seem to by the same route, and Hindenburg would never have
have been put back a thousand years. But this may be only won an acre of soil in Poland. We have seen Russiaseeming •' the reat'progress of mankind may date from the hurled backwards like a storm these latter days, though
hour the first hostile foot trod on Belgian soil:, A.. great good the Muscovites are sure to come again and retake
may spring out of this tremendous evil. - Mankind had been what they have lost, and add interest to the debt.' We
groaning under military and naval ta*ation for generations
have seen France held up along a five-hundied-mile front
this bloody holocaust may convince men of all nations, all on her own soil.
colours, all creeds, that the cult of force is an undiluted
Administrative Shortcoming* at Home
curse. William of the red hand may prove to be the last
We have only kept our footing in froat of Calais by
of the barbarians ; when his hordes are swept away the
earth will be purer and mankind, grown sane by sorrow and superhuman efforts, and on the Gallipoli Peninsula we
ave marched from trench to trench blood. The days
experience, may see with a clearer vision and model life upOn
a new basiS.'t FfOni the womb of war lasting peace and have been poignant with anxiety ; no man knew what' an
ages-of happiness may spring, and if this be so, all the blood hour might bring forth ; waste was rampant at home; and
inefficiency stalked through the land. General Muddle was
that has been spilt will not have been Shed in vain.
the only general we seemed sure of meeting in Our great
The Glory of Britain's Soldiers Abroad
business centres, where, prior to the war, we considered
A year NiO we stood right upon the brink of disaster. we were strongest. The public purse was 6/plaited in.
Had Germany StrUcle at us
at France, :had the name of patriotism. General Greed, with a staff whose
the Kaiser' rushed at London "instead' of at Paris, we might name was Legion, preyed upon the populace, maldni
have
:all the misery and WOe.,. -thaV?as fallen to the harvest out of coal, shipping freights, and even out of bread.
lot of Northern FMnde. Our
might have been
Our battle fleets have done all that it was possible
sliained;', Our children bayoneted, our' villages sacked. We for them to do, whilst longshoremen who did not knOW
ha\f,'..tinuch to thank the gOds for; : Our regular soldiers, '- so a bumboat from, a battleship flouted the experience and
f eiv numbers; Solgreat in heart tookthe field, and fought opposed the advice of the greatest sailor of modern tithe&
and'relltwith' a
'them_ immortal.„ causing him to be relegated to a department for inventicath.
co@ jiheir heroic shoulders rested the'
Of,..Erup,lte for For six months we stumbled on the edge of disaster.
;from But the darkest hours have passed ; we have achieved.
a
"and '01,6;i,d1C11*(fair
IC464..Vh67fee40-4ln
digisfeT716:1*
themselVes • marvels, in spite of inefficiency, muddle, and chaos, and now
defeat
teTr-Carte, igifiiei;V::atifen-artriy,- and _the we are moving on to brighter and better things. Olir
at ,lie iblarrie
thel'1.4'enq*aa' to s. fl-ont 'Of Calais, task is a stern one; we have to drive a still powerful foe
where all the best traditions of our race were nobly upheld over the Rhine, and keep our grip on him, until peace is
by officers and inert, Most of WIont y'edi ago had no more" signed in Berlin, and the criminal Kaiser and his equally
knowledge of soldiercraft than a little volunteer training
`Continued on rage 4,

A

The latest portrait of Sir Ian Hamilton reviewing his troops
in Gallipoli.

Lord Kitchener reviewing troops of the New Army—infantry and
artillery—recently at Chelmsford. Inset circle: Generals French
and Joffre and other prominent leaders of our allies at Calais.

General Joffre with some officers of his Staff at headquarters
behind the French lines. (Exclusive photograph.)

Victor in word and deed. The King of Italy with some of his
Generals goes smilingly •-rn a tour of inspection.

"ONIV:ARD !" BE OUR WATCHWORD c°""""'fr''''...
frst
.clintin41 Staff are pijsopers , in sour hands. We have, td
level Krupp's to the ground, dismantle or sink the German
fleet, destroy every fort in Germany, free Belgium, and give
peace to mankind. Nothing less will do ; anything less
will spell another war within ten years. We must clean
up this job, and we can and will do it. Our Army is growing
every ,hour„.Onr Navy becoming more peifect, our wealth
mote-: 42siired,' our soldi&S more calmly confident, our
offices more skilful. , Lelf;tflie -dead past :Wry its "dead
for us ; victory sere and
there- must be' no.
certain
iet Onward 1 !rf)-O our watchword. ,
Iiaiserisin will Bite the Dust
pessimism
There
not a hairbreadth `of> room
the, tide
war• ii-d3iet;b— iiiifit8ii:foi a time, battles T04`:Germany may shake his
1)6110st
in the height of his melodramatic.
fist, and
,̀` Woe to them who draW the sword against me
But; his gaping mouth will be filled with the cold grey
as* Kdefeat in the end. The ground is even now rocking,
tnder his feet; he may not fall for a while, but his final
overthrow, and the complete humiliation of his 'people,
is as certain as the rising and setting of the sun. When
the Cossacks ride rough-shod over the barest fields of
Germany, as they will when Russia has rallied and resumed
the offensive ; when the sons of France sweep with fixed
bayonets "from one German city to anOther, -,as they ii

ife!ieei3icto utikieu tlt sokieblincli, On

do before another year's grain has beg,,garnered ; when
our own` stern-faced lads crumple his legions up and sweep
them in front of our khaki host 'like leaves before A gale,'
which well may happen ere the year grows grey ; when
our warships ride at anchor in every port and bay where
to-day the German flag flies ; when his battleships are
down and his pirate craft are blown to Gehenna; :then
William the werwolf will know and understand' the
enormity of the crime he committed when he set _the:W.44
on fire. He was born mad, and the gods haVeniade„him
blind, and in his blind wrath he is marching and leading
his people over the edge of a precipice.`--; The war is:a#:pacly
gnawing at Germany's vitalS; we have not felt inin a
vulnerable part so far. Germany'i feign trade lias,. ..kne
never to return, ours has not been impaired. Gefinyny's
credit is sinking every hour, ours is rising tie *arth
over.
The Twilight el the War Gods
Germany has lost every colony,,of worth she once possessed,
()fie merchant
we have lost n4hing: and gained
ships are on every Sea; the enemy caiiiiet and dare not let
a single niefcliiiit 'kid plough any Aters`outside
forts'
protection. We have the great Germanic empire by the
throat, and we are closely but surely throttling it to death.
In the rude ruts of war we have found our national soul;
which we were in danger of losing for
-enervating burdens of ease and -prosperity. NoW and for ever
out- WatoliWortiSiSt be " Onward !
—ard.
r

the shorftweir:glatlipoti: Offi cers of the Eas Lancashire Ambulance Corns, clad
in-,free-ansf-Iffiey garments, taking tea outside a rough-and-ready ten on the cliffs.

More Munitions Sea Baths for Friend and Foe

Ammunition is running out, and the battery impatiently awaits the arrival of a fresh supply. The familiar waggon, drawn by six
powerful horses, dashes along the road towards Achi Baba, and is swallowed up in a cloud of dust. Only the hoarse rattle of wheels
and accoutrements indicates the direction it has taken.

As an honourable foe the Turk can give his professed progressive overlord any and every point. Actually he has no syMpathy with the
Kaiser's schemes. Feeling that he is being exploited, he only fights fatalistically because it is the will of Allah. This photograph Shows
how happy the Ottoman is in British captivity. Each day a number of prisonersis led down to the sea near British headquarters fora bathe.

Grim as is the great work for the Empire at the Dardanelles, this photograph reassures us that our friends and relations there
Manage to get some pleasant respite sometimes from the arduous trenches. Here a column of dusty warriors, representatives from
all parts of the Empire, is seen off for a bathe on the pleasant Levantine sea—board.

More Official Records of the Gallipoli War:

The Turk, wily as are all Orientals, is quick to assimilatethe ideas of his temporary
masters. Sniping, which has been such a feature of the Great War in Europe, is also
very much in vogue at the Dardanelles. This captive Turkish sniper seems to have
found an effective disguise, but not sufficiently so to escape the vigilance of his foes.

Imaginative soldiers at the Dardanelles, in -their letters home, have dwelt upon the natural charm of the Gallipoli Peninsula. Car—
thinly the photographs secmAgcoin,cide with; their feelings., The view above, showing the old Turkish churchyard of Seddul Bahr, is as
Stretching away to the: horizon of Rohl Baba, it is taken from the French fines.
ale. sant a=peaAfakWe ,scene As,pite ;could wjsh
inSet A tall SenegileSe gives a Frencii wounded soldier a drink.

Indian troops bringing up forage for their mules at a Gallipoli base.
The foremost driver has covered his face with muslin as a protection
against flies, more troublesome rt the Dardanelles than the Turks.

Better than being bullied by the Hun—lords. Typical Turkish prisoners sawing wood for their captors near the British Headquarters.
Inset: Indian troons examining a piece of shell tha', fell in their camp• from an enemy gun popularly known as " Asiatic Annie."
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
(fe"

XXV.—The Fall of Warsaw—the Eclipse of Russian Poland
HE fall of Warsaw was the most dramatic point in the dream—Poland a kingdom again. For this she has subgreatest campaign ever known in the history of war. mitred, year after year since the early part of the last
The German triumph was due to one cause— century, to the knout and the executioner's rope. Her
superiority in artillery and an overwhelming supply of people have rebelled continually. Kindness and severity
shells. This superiority had been increased by the German alike failed year after year to conquer her. My ''Bost
strength in aircraft, which enabled the attackers to keep vivid recollections of the city are of savage mobs burning
in full touch with Russian movements, and to direct their Russian liquor shops and sacking Russian shops, of troops
guns, firing from a long distance away, with an accuracy holding streets by bullet and bayonet, of schoolboy, con
hitherto impossible.
spirators planning with amazing seriousness terrible things,
Warsaw is the " Paris " of Eastern Europe. For eighty of whisperings in cafés of doings which would bring Siberia
years and more it has been a city of tears and of tragedy ; for those found out, and of endless strife. To me, an
and yet, with seeming contradiction, it has been the city independent,and impartial spectator, it was imessible to
of beauty and gaiety. The Pole is the most charmino% miss the tragedy,of it all, or not to feel regrets for the R, /ssian
the most unpractical, and the most lovable of men. He officers and administrators I knew, often worthy and able
has the virtues and failings of the Irishman to an men, blown to pieces by assassin bombs, as well as for
exaggerated degree. His whole manner is that of the young people of the city caught by their idealism to extreme
aristocrat. Abnormally sensitive, brave to quixoticism, action, whose results they scarce at first realised.
literary; musical, ready to throw away life and fortune
Germany's Colossal Battering-Ram
for an ideal or even for n whim, he wins the heart and
Happily the beginning of the war marked the close of that
affections of all who know him.
stage The
Warsaw itself, with its nine hundred thousand people, is,
- declaration b the Tsar of the formation of an."
in times of peace a remarkable combination of modernity autonomous and united Poland turned Polish idealisin
and courage wholly and devotedly to the service of Russia
and medieval times, There is the twentieth-century city,
the, fine hotels, the shopS worthy of Rec,ent Street or the and of the allied nations.
Less than five months ago Russia apparently held the
Rue de la Paix, the splendidly equipped modern factories,
and the surnlatuous buildings of flats. But everywhere we winning cards in the eastern campaign. Time after time
the,German armies advancing on Warsaw and to the north
come across the ancient edifices that take us back to tlie
Middle Ages, and a people with a history reaching back had been driven back. To -the south, the .Russians had
forced their way through Galicia and into the passes of the
very many centuries. Warsaw has never forgotten her
Carpathians. We looked to see a summer campaign fought
in the plains of Hungary, with an advance on. Budapest.
Then came the German reply. I use the name German
to cover the three nations of the Central Alliance. Fresh
armies were brought eastwards, and a force of heavy
artillery accumulated such as was never known before in
war. The German plan of campaign had one central idea.
That was to advance on the main point of each Russian
position, to bombard it with hundreds of great guns—
sometimes over seven hundred guns were employed—and
to wipe out the opposing forces by long-distance fire. The
guns, brought into position by very powerful motor-tractors,
battered everything before them. Turrets of forts were
shattered with a single 42 cm. shell. Earthworks were
wiped out. Whole regiments were practically annihilated.
Then, after a period of continuous shelling, the infantry
would advance to finish the work with the bayonet.
Guns the Vital Factor
The Russians resisted stubbornly. They were tremendously handicapped. They had not the guns Their
motor transport was less efficient than the German, of
they lacked a sufficient supply of skilled men to use with
advantage what they had. Hence even the short suppliesof shells that were available could not always reach the
front in time. They had not enough aeroplanes to direct
their artillery fire. Worst of all, some of their shells and
ammunition were defective, and failed at the most critical
moments. The vital factor was the guns.
The Russian advance changed into a retirement. Galicia
had to be abandoned. Soon the Germans were in Russian
Poland to the south, making an advance on the LublinCholm railway. Then a masterly German plan of campaign
developed. The Russians found themselves attacked all
along their front. Now the real dangers of their position
became apparent.
Poland is surrounded on three sides by German and
Austrian territory. The Russian front ran out like a
riangle. The apex was Warsaw, with its allied fortress of
Novo Georgievsk. One side of the triangle, to the northThe above map shows Low •torrepietevy the evacuation
east, was the River Narew, with a strong series of fortified
Warsaw places RussiamPalandlemporardy'under the,P,rusgtian
positions along its banks. The second side, to the south-east,
heel, The shaded portion indicates the Russian territory now
occupied by Germany.

[Contipnegi:on page5

All sorts and conditions of fighting men who are hors de combat as far as this war is concerned. A troop of Russian prisoners just
taken on an adjacent battlefield, off to an Austrian base under guard. The immense Teutonic horseman riding at their head lends a
considerable warlike realism to this study in " fettered soldiery."
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was the River Vistula, with the fortress of Ivangorod.
The Vistula, a broad and powerful stream, has always
been regarded as one of the most formidable military
barriers in Europe. The Russian line of retreat, should
these two sides of their triangle be forced, was on to a second
line of defence, from Brest Litovsk, on the frontiers of
Russia proper, to Kovno northwards. The Russians were,
and are, hampered here; however, by the fact that behind
the guns of Brest Litovsk there is an enormous area of
marsh and forest land, about 33,000 miles in area, through
which the passage of a big army would be almost impossible.
The German plan of campaign was simple. It was to get
behind the defences of the Vistula and the Narew, to attack
the Russians in their rear, and to cut off their line of retreat
by a' bold movement in the north. All of this had long
been anticipated, The Germans went beyond expectation,
pushing a very large force of cavalry and artillery rapidly
to the north-east turning the line of Brest Litovsk-Kovno.
Splendid Courage Against Terrible Odds
Outnumbered, hampered at every turn by lack of
artillery and ammunition, and threatened on three sides,
the Russians fought with a courage so splendid that even
their enemies bore witness to it. To the south, the picked
army corps long held the Lublin-Cholm line against all
attacks. On the Narew fighting proceeded day by day.
From the west and from the north the Germans pressed
forward, their guns clearing a ways for them. Fresh
reinforcements arrived in ever - growing numbers. The
German lines in Flanders and the Argonne were made
dangerously thin, and their men flung on the Russian lines.
The Russians lost 171,00o killed—according to Swedish
reports—in July. What the Germans lost it would be
difficult to imagine.
Meanwhile the deadly move to the north-east continued.
The Grand Duke Niiiholas found himself confronted by a
terrilbe dilemma. If he held on to Warsaw he ran grave
risks of having his armies entirely cut off. If he abandoned

Warsaw he abandoned also the most effective line of
defence in Europe, the Vistula-Narew.
The Offensive that NeVer Came
Is it to be wondered that .the Russians waited eagerly
for news of a strong offensive by the Allies in the west which
might compel the Germans to divert some of their forces ?
This offensive never came, doubtless for good military
reasons. Then began the slow, steady retreat. Warsaw
was stripped and abandoned, after -a rearguard action.
It is impossible, of course, to take all that is valuable from
a city of its size. The description by eager correspondents
of Russia leaving behind only an empty shell is simply a
form of speech. The Russians did, however, take all
they possibly could of military value.
The occupation of Warsaw benefits the Germans
politically, and as a fighting unit it gives them command
of the chief line of military defence between east and west.
It removes the menace of a Russian advance towards Berlin.
Politically, it means a gain in prestige, which may mean
much with some neutral States. It heartens the German
people, and will doubtless help to weaken the growing
Socialist opposition to the war. It places the whole of
Poland under Austro-German control, and gives German',
the 'opportunity of creating a suzerain Polish State, such a,F_
Russia planned to do. If, however, the Kaiser hopes tc
gain the goodwill of the Poles by this, he will find himself
checked by the undying hatred caused by the long ari
systematic policy of cruelty and oppression employed 1:35
Germany for many years in her Polish province.
Beyond the immediate occupation of Poland lies fly
much graver issue of the German movement to the north
east, in the direction of Petrograd. How far has tha'
gone ? - How far is it possible for the Germans to cut of
the retreat of the Russian armies ? The answer to thes(
questions will soon be known. So long as the, retreating
RusSian armies remain unbroken, and hold their lines a
communication, the main purpose of the German eastert
campaign has not been accomplished.
F. K. _M.
_
.

Russian artillery crossing a stream along the tine of the
Vistula. The set—back of our Slavonic ally is clue entirely to
a failure of munitions. Man for man the Russians are
acknowledged superior to the Germans.

Russian infantry resting in a village street., The MusCovite, as,the,,Gertrans have frequently learnt, is a stubborn fatalistic fighter.
Such losses as Tsardom has sustained but tend to weld this illimitable and mysterious realm into greater determination to resist
and conquer. inset Russian soldiers bringing machine—guns along to the trenches,

Austrian prisoners assisting their
Working for the enemy.
Russian captors in the construction of entrenchments.

Russian rhfantry advancing under cover through a Polish wood. Inset : The peculiar effect of innumerable sandbags on the parapets
of Slav trenches. This mode of defence has proved one of the most effective in all the European war theatres.

Dexterous Gallantry that Saved Four Comrades

Of the limitless expressions of gallantry on the field, the
Regiment. The scene of his exploit was the Rue du Bois, on June
most appealing and in accordance with the Christian ideal is
16th. Indifferent to a heavy shell and machine-gun fire, he
that of risking life to save a stricken comrade. A prominent ventured out of his trench and succeeded in rescuing four
anct recent hero awarded the V.C. for such-like devotion was wounded men, dragging them individually to safety with the aid
Lance-Corporal Joseph Tombs, 1st Battalion King's Liverpool
of a rifle-band slung round his own neckand the fallen soldiers.

One Australian Accounts for Seven Turks

The most remarkable individual exploit yet recorded in
Britain's war in the Dardanelles was that of Lance-Corporal
Jacks, 14th Australian Imperial Forces. The story of his
feat reads more like classic mythology than actual fact. On
May '19-20th at a point known as " Courney's Post," Gallipoli, a

British trench was violently attacked by the Turks. All Jacka's
comrades were killed or wounded, and the position was rushed
by seven of the enemy. Jacka attacked the Turks single-handed,
disposing of five by rifle Ars and two with the bayonet, thus
winning the V.C, as hardly as any holder of the Order.

British soldiers with some of their French friends who are wearing
the new trench helmet. It is made of specially hardened steel,
after drawings by Detaille, the celebrated French battle-painter.
The helmet has a rim which acts as a protection for the eyes.

As in the days of Agincourt. French infantry, wearing the shraPnel-proof helmet, taking cover behind a hedge. The British
Government has purchased a number of these head protectors for trial use in the trenches. Inset: French helmeted sentry. Many
men die in the trenches from the effects of head wounds caused by snipers. The helmet is intended to minimise these casualties .

Reaping the Red Harvest

Beautiful Alsace

Any day "when there is nothing to report," to look across this wide expanse of pasturefanck.hitisreinsted here and there by rivulets
and hedgerows, is to feel the remoteness of war; but suddenly the boom of a oannon,the borefate Taube„;
tiring the dreamer to
rease
li that over this lovely, fertile valley of Thann the eternal problem of the Rhinee. Orciiiisaiss is being settled one. and for

Sequestered villages and wayside stations in Alsace-Lorraine have slept for -upwardsof forty years, fully cognisant of the inevitable
storm that would break between the hereditary toes. The rumble of the cannon., the tramp of,arrood viten, have ever troubled the
dreams of the people of the Rhine provinces. This photograph shows a railway station in Alsace trawslor mod into a fort.

With the Enemy in Occupation East and West

Following the Russians by rail. As fast as one belligerent destroys
communication the other replaces it, as in these days of lightning
engineering feats the construction of a bridge is but a matter of
hours. New railways, too, are invariably built behind the advancing Huns. Thus Germany in Poland is able to quickly replace
her enormous losses by rail as seen above.

L
German dragoons, as infantrymen, repelling an attack through a fir-tree wood.' Each is wearing a special entrenching spade. Inset :
Scene in a cemetery for German soldiers. A mother has travelled through invaded territory to mourn her son's grave in France.
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German Preparations to hold Ravaged Territory

,
:that the Huns will contest every inch of conquered France is seen by
their strengthening of the old French forq of Brimont, near Rhein-is,
_ where they will make starling stand wheii" the great push" begins.

interior of the Fort de Brimont, uhowing the ramparts on the root of the mods' quaeters.'"fritieti'" Hialipy,-irreapfinsible children
playing amid the misery caused by enemy shells at Mont St. Efoi. Their houses have been perforated by projectiles.

The. Tar Illustrated, 21st August, 19,15.
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THE WAR_ BY LAN
By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent
HE most important news, apart
from that from Russia (which is
dealt with in another part of this
issue), comes from the Dardanelles.
During the past month or two it has been
an open secret that a great move was in
course of preparation in the Near East.
This new move had two aspects, diplomatic
and military. It has now begun. The
allied Powers have unitedly sought to
induce Bulgaria to join us. A fresh
expedition of combined allied troops is
being launched against Turkey.
The Cost of Treachery _
The diplomatic campaign so closely
affects the military movements that it is
necessary to deal with it here. All the
world knows that Bulgaria considered
herself greatly aggrieved by the terms of
the Treaty of Bucharest in 1913. The
Balkan States, united in the Balkan
League, fought a successful war against
Turkey, Bulgaria particularly distinguishing herself in the field. After the war was
ended, the members of the League
quarrelled over the division of the spoils,
and Bulgaria turned unexpectedly on her
old allies, Serbia and Greece.
The Bulgarian Army struck without
warning, but struck in vain. In the
end, Bulgaria loSt many of the advantages
she had gained in the first war. Rumania,
Serbia, Greece, and even Turkey claimed
and obtained great slices of territory
from her. Not only the whole of Macedonia, but the purely Bulgarian lands
east of the old Turkish villayet of Kossovo
went from Bulgaria to Serbia.
The people of Bulgaria felt that they
had been robbed. The world had little
sympathy for them. To-day the Allies
want to use Bulgaria in their campaign
against Turkey. Bulgaria replies in a
sentence, " Restore our lost territory to
us." She wants other things beside
this, but the de.mand for her territory is
the chief. The Powers are undoubtedly
employing friendly pressure to bear on
Serbia to induce her to make concessions.
Greece may be made amenable to reason
also.
The Real Issue at Stake
We are not waiting, however, for the
co-operation of Bulgaria. We have made
fresh landings at two different points
along the coast. The effect of ore of these
landings, if successful, will be to isolate
the ring of Dardanelles forts and to
prevent further supplies or men reaching
them. This. is - the first necessary step
towards their capture.
- On one point there can be no dispute.
We must capture the Dardanelles and
secure an overwhelthing victory against

T

Turkey, at whatever cost. The thing that
is at stake here is not Turkey, but a large
part of our Mohammedan Empire. Our
Mohammedan peoples have stuck by
us with remarkable fidelity. The Mohammedan soldiers have fought with splendid
devotion. But a failure against Turkey
would try their fidelity very severely..
Most of them, we believe, would stand the
strain. But here and there some might
not. In the Soudan, in Egypt, in outlying mid-African possessions, in Central
Asia there would be ferment, and
anything might happen.
It is unthinkable that the do-nothing
policy should continue for much longer
in Flanders. We have, of course, been
accumulating troops and munitions there
during the past three months. When
shall we have enough, and when is our
forward movement to begin ? There
would be certain obvious advantages in
launching out before the Germans are
able to bring back their surplus forces from
the eastern front.
Our commanders
know this as well as the man in the street
does, and we may rest assured that if we
are waiting; we are waiting for a purpose.
This delay causes certain political losses,
a diminution of prestige, and the perplexing of the people of our Allies. There
must be a very real gain in view to atone
for this.
Does Lack of Money Stop War ?
A few days ago a trained and levelheaded observer came to see me, fresh
from a long journey through Russia.
He had much to tell of the condition
of the country and the Army, much
that was critical, but through all his
talk there ran a marked strain of confidence. " The Russian people are assured
of victory. Even the occupation of Warsaw and the retirement. of the Grand
Duke's Army have not depressed them,"
he declared. " They know that they are
going to win." " What do they base their
confidence on ? " I asked.
" On the
knowledge that Germany must soon
collapse financially," came the reply.
Many people in England think the same,
and it is well that they should face one
fact. So far as I am aware, history
affords no example of a victorious army
that yielded for. lack of money
y, or of any
determined Power that gave in before it
was defeated because it could not pay its
way. Germany is just now acquiring a
large slice of new territory, Eastern Poland,
one of the most fertile belts in Europe.
She bled Belgium white. She makes war
like a shopkeeper, turning every yard of
conquered territory to profitable use.
There is incredibly little waste in her

armies. A friendly observer with the
eastern forces recently declared that ,it"
was impossible to obtain a fragment of a
Russian shell as a souvenir, every fragment
being gathered up, recorded, and put to
use. There is one department of the
army which utilises every item of battlefield wreckage from torn belts to broken
helmets. Thrift—the thrift that will re
tip burnt matches to save wood—is the
dominating principle of the nation.
Germany's Peace Talk
Germany's resources are heavily taxed.
Her people are heaping up a crushing
burden for the future, a burden which
they hope we will have to pay. We cannot
rely on the financial exhaustion of the
enemy. ; we can only base our calculations
upon beating him in the field.
There has been a revival of the talk
of peace, a revival started in Germany.
It obviously would be to the gain of
the Central Powers to make peace at
the moment when their cause is at its
best. Any peace save one on our own
terms would mark the beginning of the
end for us. What are the German proposals ? A friend of mine bought in
Stockholm a week ago a German picture
of Europe as Germany proposes to make
it. Great Britain is to be all German,
and Ireland will be divided between
Germany and Austria. France is reduced
to a small country north of the Pyrenees.
Belgium is still to be German ; Russia is
to start east of the Polish border.
The actual programme of German
statesmen does not go so far as this, but
it goes very far. They aim first at obtaining crushing indemnities' from all their
enemies. Next they desire a 'great
Germanic State, stretching from the
Balkans to Dunkirk, and including, as a
matter of course, Belgium. Turke
is
to be rewarded by having Egypt handed
back to her. Poland is to be unified
as a subject Germanic State, while the
Baltic provinces are to form part of
Germany proper. Then provision must
be made for a vast German colonial
empire, taken mainly from us.
This programme is regarded by many
Germans to-day as a practical, reasonable
scheme, and they are surprised at their
moderation in asking no more.
What do we ask ? Our essential demand can be summed up very briefly.
We ask for a condition of thines that
will make it impossible for a Power ever
again, in our time and our sons' time.
at least, to threaten to over-ride the
world, and bring misery on it such as
Germany has done. And we are going
to fight until we make this certain. -

"The Auld Alliance"
A Hero Instructor
The affinity of Gaul and Scotland
This portrait is of Sergeant-Major
is well known. Throughout the ages J. Moore, of the 2nd King's Own
of history there appears, always to Yorkshire Light Infantry. Recently
have been a sort of'" entente cor- mentioned in despatches, and given
diale "between our French allies and the Military Cross, he was also the
the, people of the ." bonnie banks and holder of the D.C.M for gallantry at
braes." " The auld alliance - in the Modder River,- and other awards.
new war is charmingly symbolised by He met his death while giving a
conspicuous gallantry of a- French lesson in grenade-throwing. The fuse
lieutenant who is married to one of became accidentally ignited. Realisour Scottish readers. He' is Lieu- ing that an explosion was imminent,
tenant Leo Bonnin, who was decorated he rushed into the open with the burnon the battlefield by General Joffre with ing missile. The grenade exploded and
the Cross of the Legion of Honour. he was killed, thus sacrificing, his life
His portrait appears on the lett.
for his comrade-pupils.

A1Z-BY_S_EA
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HE reason why our Navy is so
efficient is that the sailors have
always had a very exacting
standard. Whenever a ship was lost the
survivors knew that they would be courtmartialled, that they would-beheld up
to praise, blame, reward, or punishment
according as they came up to or failed
to reach the standard. We shall never
get a Cabinet fit to control the Ship of
State until public opinion applies something of the same_sort to statesmen. If
the case is to go to the grand courtmartial of the nation, it must not be the
case as presented by the statesmen under
the Chinese system, by which every
awkward fact is held secret on the plea
that to tell the truth is against the interests
of the public service. That is exactly
how we were held at arm's-length during
peace when we tried to direct attention
to our reserves of guns, ammunition, and
certain essential materials which the
Germans had monopolised.

T

Prince Louis and the Cabinet

FOREIGN OFFICE.
Thursday, July 23,—Austrian 48 hours
ultimatum to Serbia.
Friday, July 24.—Russia takes up the
challenge.
Saturday, July 25.—Recall of Austrian
Ambassador to Serbia. Kaiser returned hurriedly to Berlin.

Tuesday, July 28.—War declared by
Austria on Serbia.
Wednesday, July 29.—Austria bombards Belgrade.

Friday, July 31.—State of war declared
in Germany.
Sunday, Aug. 2.—German ultimatum
to Belgium.

There has been a good deal in the
papers about the mobilisation of the Navy
Tuesday, Aug. 4 (II p.m.).—Britain
during the crisis. What really happened
declared war.
was the demobilisation of the Navy
during the crisis, for the Navy had undergone its customary July mobilisation at Cromer, to recall the main fleet of
before the crisis. Our shivering Cabinet Dreadnoughts known as the First and
never ordered the remobilisation until Second Fleets on Monday, July 27th, and
two days after a state of war had been so suspend the order given to those sixteen
proclaimed in Germany, and five days Dreadnoughts to disperse to their home
after Austria had declared war on Serbia. ports on Saturday, July 25th, for the
What the critics have mixed up with purpose of sending half-crews on leave.
mobilisation is the action taken by a Considering that these ships are always
sailor, Prince Louis of Battenberg, while _in full commission, ready to guard against
Mr. Churchill was spending the week-end an unprovoked attack, it was not a very
extravagant precaution to take two days
after the Austrian Ambassador had left
Belgrade and the Kaiser made his hurried
return to Berlin. However, the fact
remains it was not done by the Twenty
Cabinet, and a sailor would say at once
that it was because there were too many
captains to the Ship of State. There are
too many cross-currents in such a Council
of War. Prince Louis comes creditably
enough out of the business, and one
wonders how far in other matters of
which we have knowledge the sailor was
hampered by the statesman.

The Diary of the Crisis
Let us say nothing about the secret
information possessed by the Government

Germany's death-dealing mines on a neutral shore. Danish soldier on guard beside
one of the many submarine mines that have been thrown up by the tide on the shore
of the island of Fanoe.

ADMIRALTY.
July 24.--Mr. Churchill goes for the
week-end to Cromer.
July 25.—The mobilised fleets discharge
their reserve men as previously arranged. The Third Fleet demobilised.
The First and Second Fleets, forming
the main fleet of 16 Dreadnoughts,
ordered to disperse to their home ports
to give annual leave to the men.
July 27.—First and Second Fleets
ordered to reassemble and to cancel
leave.
July 29.—First Fleet put to sea for the
North to re-coal at the strategical
base. German fleet left Norwegian
waters unshadowed, proceeding to
Kiel via Baltic entrance.
'
Aug. 2.—Reservists called ' up for
service, this being the true mobilisation.
Aug. 4.—Sir John Jellicoe appointed
C.-in-C. of the Grand Fleet.
through bankers, cotton and wheat
brokers, horsedealers, consuls, and out
Secret Service as to German preparations,
but merely compare dates of critical events
and naval movements, displayed in the
table on this page.
The text to which I have preached so
often about the danger of naval operations
against the shore, except with the direct.
co-operation of an army, has received a
fresh illustration in the attack made by
nine battleships, twelve cruisers, and a
large screen of destroyers at the entrance
of the Gulf of Riga. The Germans are
alleged to have lost off Dirbeh three
vessels. For the rest it is well to await
full accounts.
The question may be asked why do we
not send ships through the Great Belt,
and the answer might be given that
Denmark has mined the deep - water
channel. To this the reply is that
Denmark may have the right to mine
the waters in view of her small island of
Sprog in the centre making the distances
territorial waters, but she cannot deny
pilotage.tcovessels seeking to pass through.'
The real reason for not raising thequestion
is that a German mining 'system on the
other side has to be traversed, and the
passage of a fleet would be notified to
German submarines. As far back as
February 8th we were told that eight
German cruisers were patrolling at the
Baltic entrance to the Sound. Of recent
precedents for sending fleets into the
Baltic, with Denmark neutral, we have
our own fleet in 1854 and the French
fleet in 1870. In any case, it is absurd
to say that with the Baltic we have had
no targets for our submarines, for the
German Baltic Fleet has been authentically
reported at sea last year on September
6th, 24th, and this year on March 23rd.
May 8th, June 3rd, June 28th, and,
August 8th, in each case for several days
and along the Courland coast. There are
more targets for our splendid submarine
captains in this large fleet than are to be
found in the Sea of Marrnora.

Side Shows at Armageddon's Grisly

air

German revolver-cannon captured by the French and now art view •n Paris. Above : Austrians making plaster casts of wounded
hands at a military hospital in Vienna, where a record is kept by this method of different types of wounds.

these miscellaneous photoAMONG
graphs from the grim theatre
of war are two that illustrate again the
perfect thoroughness of the " kolosSal "
Teuton war-machine. Putting into
practice their doctrine of the survival of the most brutish, they had
hoped by their complete preparations
to Germanise , the whole world. By
physical force they thought to compel
the world outside Germany to forsake
the civilisation that Christianity has,
fostered for the ape-like instincts of
the " Kultur "'of Treitschke.
But this material, rationalistic
" thoroughness " of men and machines
has failed to triumph over the spiritual
" thoroughness " of the more enlightened nations of- the earth. The
Allies will continue to fight until the
spirit of " Furor,Witonieus " is for'
ever brOken on thq"VTlieel of Christian,
".
•

Another gun captured.; Germans with a tiny Russian trench bomb-mortar. -Above:, All that is left of ,guns when the ,Germans
balittikt them. Russian_ fletct=i4tin with the breech blown out before, it, was abandoned. Inset German 4501.4-taundiy.behtntktbSTP
•
lines in Fiance, which keeps the un-Christian Hun in touch with that Octant-mess which ,should be next to sodlinist
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oval Native Progress in the Remote,GaRe oons

The conquest of the German Cameroons is proving a stern campaign. Over two hundred mites of railways have, however, been
taken by the British native troops. Such work. is fraught with innumerable perils owing to many deep cuttings and dense bush. A few
minutes after this photograph was taken a violent skirmish ensued.

Althoiellh3'tatith-Weit Africa as a German colony is no more,
there is still much hard work to be done before German, suzerainty
and influence are swept from the Dark Continent: Stiff fighting
prevails in the Cameroons, and this photograph shows native

troops attacking the eiferny 'from behind
hit;
e
German (AskarlY,seconcl figure from the left; with a-Germakiperte-r.
Under a flag of truce they fiave brought a letter into the British lines,
blindfolded and escorted by members of the King's African Rifles.

/

By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
F there is one person in connection with
flying who has my heart-felt sympathy it is the passenger in a Service
aeroplane, whether he be an artillery
spotter," a scout, or a gunner. If
he has a machine-gun to play with he is
a shade better off when an enemy aeroplane comes along, for he is kept busy,
and has no time to think about other
troubles ; but even the busiest " spotter "
or scout or gunner has horrid moments
when he has no work to do, and has time
to think what a long way he is from home,
and even from the ground—unpopular
though he knows himself to be with the
enemy below.
Then it is that he realises so acutely
that if anything happens to his pilot lie
is " for it," as the current flying phrase
has it ; for the pilot alone has control of
the aeroplane, and if he is hit, or loses
control for any reason, the passenger can
do nothing to save himself, and can only
sit and wonder what the smash will feel
like when they hit the ground.

I

Some Flying Ifs"
Being myself—like Mr. Kipling's famous
Babu in Kims "—" a fearful man,"
that fear of what will happen if the pilot
loses his head is a constant . fly in the
ointment every time I go up in an aeroplane. Flying is the most enjoyable sport
in the world, if you can trust your pilot
and the build of your machine, but in
these days machines are more trustworthy
than pilots.
Any of my readers who drive fast cars
themselves will understand the passenger's
feelings when I say that he feels as one
would if being driven at a steady fifty
miles an hour by a strange driver on a
car without brakes, and depending absolutely on the driver's judgment of speed
and distance to avoid a smash. If you
have implicit faith in your pilot, or a
blissful ignorance of what he ought to be
doing, then you can enjoy flying.
All of which is an attempt to convey to
readers some notion of the extreme
discomfort of mind of the officer who
was not the hero but the victim of the
incident related in several papers recently
concerning an officer who had his leg
smashed by a shrapnel bullet while flying
over the German lines. It will be remembered that he became unconscious, and
the machine dived without control for
some thousands of feet. Then he became
conscious again, and brought the machine
back to an even keel. After which he
consulted with his passenger as to the
nearest British aerodrome, and managed
by a supreme effort of will to carry on
for thirty-five miles till he reached it.
Stories of Supreme Nerve
He refrained from fainting again till he
was being lilted out of the machine, which
was really rather obliging of him, for it
would have been most annoying to the
passenger if the pilot had kept going till
he reached the aerodrome and had fainted
when only a few hundred feet above it,
and had smashed them both up.
All the same, I do know of one case in
which an officer flying alone in a machine
was badly hit at a height of 6,000 feet or
so, and Sainted—or at any rate, lost all
consciousness—at 2 00 feet from the
ground, yet he made a perfect landing,
thanks to some curious, sub-conscious

instinct, and happened to do so within
fifty yards of one of our own motorambulance waggons. This is astonishing
luck such as is not to be depended upon
by any passenger.
In another case, related by the official
" Eye-Witness," it will be remembered
that a machine caught fire in the air,
and the unfortunate gunner had to sit
still while his feet were being badly
burnt, and his machine-gun ammunition
was popping off all round him with the

heat. But in this case the pilot never
lost consciousness, and landed the pair of
them scorched but safe.
In yet another case the pilot was hit
through the neck and jaw, but retained
control while the passenger bound up his
wounds, as well as he could, with the
first - aid dressings that all soldiers
carry. In this instance both officers got
the D.S.O., which seems well merited
when one remembers that instead of
coming home they went on and finished
their reconnaissance.
Super-Heroes with Imagination

Three slim trees that saved a British
airman from being dashed to death. His
machine fell on to their boughs.

Quite early in the war another pilot had
his goggles hit by a bullet, which just
missed the glass, glanced along the Metal
framework, and caused it 'to cut his
forehead and stun him for the moment.
He let go the control lever and put his
hand to his forehead, whereupon the
machine promptly stood on itsy.ose. The
passenger looked back,or rather upwards,
and saw the pilot with blood spurting out
of his head between his fingers, and
naturally assumed that they were both
" for it.
His relief may be imagined
when he saw the pilot wipe the blood out
of his eyes, settle his goggles firmly in
place, and take hold of the control lever
again.
But I ask you to figure to yourself the
intense nervous strain on all those
passengers, for remember that your
aeroplane observer must be a man of
intelligence, and not one of those happy
beings who have not enough imagination
to be afraid. Consequently, the observer
knows his danger perfectly well, and yet
he goes through with his job day alter
day, fully aware that if his pilot is
temporarily knocked out they are both
practically bound to be killed.
Why not

View from below of the British birdman's lucky roosting-place, the flimsy
boughs that saved his [ife.

And the peculiar thing is that no one
has put into regular use a simple means
by which the observer can take control
himself in case of emergency. It is quite
easily done, but no one seems to think it,
worth while.
But when in the casualty list you see
the name of some young officer " attached
Royal Flying Corps "—not an officer of
the R.F.C.—as having been killed, you
may realise that he had perhaps even a
worse few minutes before he died than
the pilot who was mercifully knocked out
by a bullet before the end came.

FRENCH PHRASES FOR TOMMY.

The same aeroplane on the ground after
men of the R.F.C. had cut down the
three trees to " land " the machine,

Many are the stories told of the heroic
efforts made by Tommy in France to
make himself understood by his French
comrades-in-arms and by the civilian
population. Nothini,assists him so much
as a book of phrases,°by the aid of which he
can make his wants known and exchange
ideas with the French people he meets.
A very helpful collection of phrases is
given away as a supplement this week
with " Woman's World," and everyone
who has a relative or friend fighting in
France should secure a copy, and send off
the supplement to the front. The phrases
have been most carefully chosen, and are'
just what Tommy will require in his daily
intercourse with our allies.

Men and VWomen of the Dominion in the mpire's;Cause

Mr. Bonar Law, Colonial Secretary, inspecting new Canadian troops. This photograph shows the march—past of new regiments
of Maple Leaf men before their departure to join their comrades in the firing—line.

Major—Gen. the Hon. Sam Hughes, Canadian Minister of Defence, on Mr. Sonar Law's right, and other prominent Canadian officers.

Daughters_ of the Dominion who have come over to assist in the nursing of their wounded brothers in arms. MeMbers of the
Women's Canadian Ambulance Corps who are about to take up their humane work.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

r-1 Lieut.-Col.
C. H. PALMER.
9th Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Licut.-Col. H. C. BECHER,
1st Canadian Infantry.

Maj. G. S. D. FORBES, C.M.G.,
Capt. T. WELSH,
Capt. H. M. FINEGAN,
D.S.O., 7th K.O. Scot. Borderer . Sth King's Liverpool Regt. a 5th K.O. Scottish Borderers.

Capt. R. H. GALLAGHER,
Motor Machine-Gun Service.

Lieut.-Col. E. G. EVELEGH,
R.M.L.I. (Nelson Batt.).

Col. F. W. LUARD,
R.M.L.I. (Portsmouth Div.).

Capt. R. E. FORRESTER,
2nd Black Watch.

Capt. 3. J. DYKES,
5th K.O. Scottish Borderers.

ieut.-Col. C. H. Palmer, commanding 9th Royal Warwickshire Regt., was gazetted
'1— to that regiment in 1894. He served in the South African War, being mentioned
in despatches, and receiving the Queen's Medal with four clasps. Col. F. W. Luard,
R.M.L.I., joined the Marines in 1884 and was promoted Colonel last year. Soon after
the outbreak of war he was appointed to the command of the Portsmouth Batt.
Major G. S. D. Forbes, C.M.G., D.S.O., 7th K.O. Scottish Borderers, saw active service
in South Africa, was mentioned in despatches and obtained the D.S.O. He was the
sixth son of the late General S. J. Forbes. Capt. R. E. Forrester, 2nd Black Watch,
obtained his commission in 1901. He was A.D.C. to the Viceroy of India. He served
in the Boer War, was mentioned in despatches, received the Queen's Medal with three
clasps, the King's Medal with two, and the D.C.M. Lieut. H. F. Grantham, 1st Essex
Regt., was the eldest son of Captain. F. W. and Mrs. Grantham, and grandson of the
late Mr. Justice Grantham. Lieut. C. de Burgh G. Persse, 7th Dragoon Guards,
attached Irish Guards, served with the Imperial Yeomanry in the South African War,
receiving the Queen's Medal with three clasps and the King's Medal with two.
Lieut. F. T. Seppings-Wright. Public Works Department, India, attached 6th Jat
Light Infantry, was the eldest son of Mr. H. C. Seppings-Wright, the war correspondent.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in " Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address : THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway House, London, E.C.

Sec.-Lieut. H. F. GRANTHAM Lt. C. de BURGH G. PERSSE Lt. F. T. SEPPING3-WRIGHT Soc.-Lieut. W. E. BALCOMBE.
BROWN, Royal Field Artillery,
6th Jat Light Infaatry.,
7th Dragoon Guards.
1st Essex Regt.

Lieut. L. H. STERN,
nth Kensingthn Regt.

Capt. L. E. GEORGE,
9th Somerset Light Infantry.

Lieut. H. R. ANDREWS,
1st Lanes Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. JAMES SIMPSON, See: Lieut. B. R. P. WOOD
Lieut. W. F. J. HAYES,
Eec.-Lieut. R. B. LUCHANAN
7th London Regt,
4th Gordon Highlanders.
R.N.D. (Collingwood Batt.).
5th Royal _Scots Fusiliers.
Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Russell, Lafayette, Lambert Weston, Vandyle, Bassano, Reame.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

WHAT IS OUR NAVY DO !NG ?—An optimistic answer to an
eternal query. Three jolly "midshipmites " off for a picnic somewhere in Gallipoli. These junior representatives of fighting
Britain will not be denied their smile or their tiffin for all th3

Edited by

J. A. liammertoi

Turco-Teuton shells and hymns of hate. Duty and danger are
imminent, but they are equal to it with the spirit of laughing
courage and spontaneous patriotism, surely one of Britannia's
strongest weapons against the dour-faced, super-mechanical Hun.
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HURRAH FOR THE BRAVE BELGIAN ARMY !
How King Albert's Fighting Forces have been
Reorganised since the Retreat front Antwerp
Specialty contributed by

EMILE VANDERVELDE Belgian Minister al State

-there is one country that will command the love and admiration of posterity, that country is Belgium.
But for. the Ilorneric stand of King Albert's Army, veritably on the anvil of the German sledge hammer,
the Xciiser's hordes might have succeeded in their cherished plan 107 the lightning execution of France.
Before the war the hope of Belgium was merely to hold the Germans at bay for twenty-four hours.
Their wonderful resurgence and determination have helped to hold the enemy ever since the war began,
and constitute a great, inspiring feature of the campaign in the West. The moment is fitting, after
their enduring the rigours of the most unequal contest in the history of racial strife, to review the position
and - development of Belgium's military forces. The following article by 111. Vandervelde, the worldfamous Belgian Socialist, who instantly on the outbreak of war, proved his patriotism by,supporting
King Albert and accepting office in his Government, has therefore been specially written for our readers

is to-day still further increased in consequence of the
HEN Antwerp had fallen, then, after nine days of
greatness of strength, the complexity of armaments and
a difficult retreat, the friends of Belgium sought
equipment, the greater difficulty of feeding from the
to know, in grave anxiety, what remained of
resource's of occupied territory, the enormous masses of
the Belgian Army.
men, and the development of the sanitary establishments
I shall remember all my life the pitiful impression which
in which the sick and wounded are cared for. Until
was made upon me by the defiling, on the twenty kilorecent times it has seemed that an army cut from its
metres of road between Fumes and Dunkirk, of our fortress
base was a lost army.
troops, disbanded, and in complete disarray, having lost
Now, the Belgian Army, leaving Antwerp, abandoned the
nearly one-half of their strength, which had passed over
city in which for years the Government had accumuinto Holland.
.
•
lated its military resources, the city which apparently
Happily the divisions of the army in the field covered
ought to be the final refuge, over which to the last
the retreat. They were asked to hold out for forty-eight
would wave the national flag. And, by an unexpected
hours until the arrival of -the French. They held out for
phenomenon, the Belgian Army, instead of being a lost
twelve days, until the morment when, aided by the floodir
army, increased to such an extent that it is at the present
the German offensive on the Yser was definitely arrested.
But in order to obtain this essential result, in order to moment considerably stronger than at the commencepreserve to Belgium a shred of territory, the Army had lost ment of the campaign, while its armaments, its equipment
12,000 men out of a total strength of 50,000 combatants, of all kinds, its provisions of all sorts are better than they
It was a question,: then, of re air•' . reconstituting, re- have ever been.
The Cradle of the New Army
organising these forces which had Win, so cruelly tested..
Let no one think from this that the Belgians have taken
bAt the time when winter was about to commence, when
the rains of the bad season fen in a deluge over the Flemish without scruple the resources of the courtturies mall whom
marshes, our men, unsheltered in their trenches, were their cause is in common, thus diminishing their assets.
Certainly, and especially at first, it was necessary to have
without boots, without wool, without change of
' them, to British recourse to the French arsenals and commissariat, but
clothing: We appealed, he order to aid
rapidly and progressively the military
generosity -- which: was, as ever,
administration reconstituted all the
splendid. The connethgariat also
bases of production.
made a great effort, which was not
long in producing good rtsults.
Under the energetic and tenacious
And at present ft-if. Belgian soldiers
impulse of the king and the War
want for nothing, on conditiOn that
Department, by the intense and
our friends- in Britain and. France
fruitful work of all, trainine, camps
continue to send to them comforts
have been created from which are
of all kinds which other armies
produced for an branches of the
receive froth their own country.
Service well drilled and disciplined
recruits_ In French territory, schools
An Army. Without a Base
for infantry, cavalry, artillery, and
I come noiv to military reorganisaengineer officers have been founded,
tion properly so called ; and in order
completing by , theoretic instruction
to say nothing which may he either
the experience acquired during a
incorrect or indiscreet, I asked the
year's campaign by the most apt of
General Stait to give me the facts,
our subaltern ranks.
which idle*.
The units of the army which
It can thus be seen that if there
marched from Antwerp have been
is any astonishina.:situation in the
furnished with excellent young
the Belgian
present war it is that
soldiers, educated, animated by the
Army after the retreat from Antwerp.
best Military spirit, of whom many
Pdople are well aware of the imhave, at the risk of their lives,
portance in previous wars of the
crossed the German lines.to join their
communications of armies with the
brothers-in-arms. The ranks of these
pattiitilar territory in which were
units have been reconstituted;` reacCuirinfated their reserves; of all
juvenated, and reinforce& and a
kiiidreseryeS',Of Men,: of horses, of
number of welt :trained young men
aftiss-,- =of- Tim Melons; ViettaIS; clothing.
formed at the front a nursery ofTo safegtialx1 the. base of an army and
sub- lieutenants able to take imthe line of communication which led
M. Emile Vandervelde, the Writer of the artiefo
mediate commandto it was - the very raison. d'etre of
on this page, photographed on the occasion of
many battles, But this impOrtatee
[Contin &ea on page 28.
a recent visit to the Belgian Army in the field.
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After Breakfast a 'Bus Ride to the Trenches

An early morning " constitutional" that may prove tragic. British Tommies near the first—line trenches leaving their dug—outs
and walking to their breakfasts, a short journey, fraught with danger from the bullets of wide—awake German snipers.

The queue of honour. British soldiers leaving their billets in a FrJnch village and lining up to await the motor—'buses that are to
convey them to the trenches. There is always an over—load of "passengers" for the first 'bus, but no law prevails at the front
as to the precise number that each car is allowed to carry.

lhdr

ittiesircitect, Wit 4t t, 1915,

HURRAH FOR_ rHE BRAVE BELGIAN ARMY !
(Contlmset? fro. page 26.)
The infantry has seen its armaments well kept up and in
perfect condition ; the number of machine-guns at its
disposal is, at the present time, proportionately greater
than in any other army. Its supplies of munitions enable
it to face all eventualities.
Our field artillery equipment has shown admirable
qualities of preciaiorr and resistance, though it was obliged,
after having exhausted ail the munitions of the peace
establishment stores,. to utilise French munitions scarcely
suitable to. its ballistic characteristics. Since then the base
furnishes once- again
75 "
munitions. made specially for
our guns:
The heavy field artillerywhichdid riot exist at. thetime
. bilisation — has been
of mo
'
created,. • It now comprises
guns " airff mortars 'of great
calibre in sufficient number
for our strength
T ea vim Antw-erp with a
division of cavalry, the Belgian
army has increased its light
forces beeth ir1.. Seinadrairees of
cyclis6 and in squadrons of
motor guns and motor machineguns:.
. Nothing is more superb,
than
liorSes, kept in perfect
condition' which are the
adiniiation. of the French
and Btitisl cavalry
officers. nic• cavalry
and • the cyclist Carabiniers have received
maChine-gUns,.
The Belgian engineers equal the other arms in the progress
achieved. The proportion of engineers
in the, army divisions
have been doubled by
means of the corps
drawn from the fortified places. It has been
the same With special
troops: . As. to military
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aviation, it has accomplished marvels, having started freern
almost nothing.
What is to be said of the transport troops ? Beginning
at the mobilisation with motors and horse-drawn vehicles
of all kinds, mostly secured by requisition, they have now
been able to form their transport trains of the best makes,
uniform models, with power according to the use for which
they are needed. Thus the revictualling,, which in the
early part of the campaign worked in a very satisfactory
manner, now controls perfectly homogeneous colimms.
The trains assure the service of food, munitionS," and
the removal of wounded under conditions which never
existed before.

It is thus that, after a year of war,
the Belgian Army, which the Germans
held at the onset to be a negligible
factor, holds better than ever its place
at the side of its great Allies.
They fight to recover their hearths, to
give liberty to their country, to find
their relations, their friends., their families.
They are proud to fight in the .Great
Army of Right and of the Independence of the Nations.

V

Belgian soldiers en route for a spell of trench digging. The first photograph shows a group of stalwart Belgian soldiers.
outside their billets, and .be centre snapshot is of 1W. Poinoare, the French- President, saluting King Albert, wearing his khaki unittirm.

With the Tricolour at the Base and under Fire

The 17th Regiment of French Infantry marching past after being reviewed by General de
Mestre subsequent to the victory at Souchez. Following the band is the standard-bearer,
with the colours of the regiment.

Left : Trained dogs are used extensively in the French Army as companions to sentries on
Above : Buffets have been opened at
night duty, and they have proved very valuable.
railway stations in France through which soldiers pass to and from the trenches.

A vivid photograph of tn- acLuli canturs of a German trench to the east of the Argonne Forest. French Chasseurs-a-Pied
clambering over the parapet of the enemy's first-line trench that they had just captured. A few moments later they were attacking
the Germans' second-line trench, which they also took at the point of the bayonet.

-") Al
'9T 6I'ben On V 7p 83 'Top
The weary mai•ch ot battle-,scarred heroes "somewhere in Gallipoli." The label on the
t back of this official photograph states tersely : " The Dardanelles operations. Wounded
British soldiers about to' embark fora hospital ship." There is, however, a wealth of romance

in this scene—rich material for a poet's pen. Officers and men walk side by side, alike bearing
on their soiled tunics a label describing the nature of their wounds. Confident, cheerful, they
marched to the firing—line ; on their return journey of pain they are still quietly optimistic.

'77
(1)

A ,6 destructor" made of rocks where soldiers' old clothing is burned. In the background
two wounded men are being carried to a field hospital behind the British lines in Gallipoli.

French Staff officers within the Fort of Seddul Bahr. Except for his cap, one of them is
wearing a uniform almost identical with that of a British officer.

Happy Days with the Senior Service in the Straits

Mr. Gundy, R.N.R., the King's Messenger, and the Captain of
Queen Elizabeth, on board the super—Dreadnought in
the Dardanelles.

H.M.S.

Rear—Admiral Rosslyn Erskine Wemyss, C.M.G., M.V.O. A
pleasant snapshot of this famous sailor taken at the Dardanelles
by the official photographer.

"Tars" and "Jollies" on a brief holiday excursion in the Dardanelles. Sailors and Marines from British battleships going on shore
leave on the Gallipoli Peninsula to " stretch their limbs," as a respite from the stern discipline aboard a man—o'—war on active service.

With Franz Josef's Forces in Eastern ,urope

Patrol of Austrian cavalry leading their horses over verdant slopes and through fertile valleys, where Nature's summer calm is being
the South Downs.
broken by the storms of war. This photograph from Eastern Europe might have been taken on

It Europe es an armed camp, it is also a great prison TOr tneconnnement or hundreds or tnoasaade or belligerents. Tree number of
Russian captives in Teuton hands is only exceeded by that of the Huns in Tsardom. This striking exclusive photograph shows a
group of sturdy Slav soldiers commencing some constructional work for their Austrian guards, who are looking on quite at their ease.

6
BRITAIN'S CONQUEST OF THE GERMAN CAMEROON

E

NGROSSED as we are in events nearer home—the grim
Later on the British force advanced southwards, and on
hold of the line in France and Flanders, the
August 29th, 1914, captured one of the forts of Garua,
momentous struggle of the three empires on the
but, being heavily counter-attacked, was compelled to
eastern front, and the stupendous Levantine war of forcing
withdraw to Nigeria, losing, amongst others, the
the Dardanelles—the fact that Britain is still conducting two
Commandant (Colonel Maslear), Major Puckle, Captains
stern campaigns in Africa is apt to be overlooked.
Aubin Stewart, Wickham, and Sherlock, and Lieutenant
The struggle for German South-West Africa, which
Brown.
culminated in General Botha's triumph, although it
Necessary Delay and Eventual Victory
removed the German flag from a valuable territory of
322,45o square miles, was little more than half of the
No attempt was made to resume operations against this
work to be accomplished before the " Kultur " menace is
most important centre until the end of April, 1915, up to
completely dispelled from Morocco to the Cape of Good Hope.
which time the enemy had eight months to strengthen his
position. This was done not only by increased protection
Germany Takes Territory After Agadir
in the form of outer earthworks, pits, etc., but also by
The German Cameroon and East Africa have been
reinforcements of Germans who were removed from the
putting up a determined resistance, but the conquest of
Woel mann liners and other ships which were in the
these two last Hohenzollern oversea possessions, especially
Cameroon River at the outbreak of the war. Garua thus
the first, is quietly proceeding with a good measure of
became for this and other reasons the principal German
progress. In fact, so successful have been the operations in
centre, and, in a few months, the bulk of her forces
the Cameroons that the administration of the territory
concentrated in this northern region.
has already passed into the Allies' hands.
Although occupying a strong position, the chances of
The fall of Garua, one of the important towns of the
their joining the Germans in the south became increasingly
Cameroons, and the place where most of the German
difficult, for an allied force, well equipped, in all probability
army was concentrated, rnakes the moment propitious for
would have intercepted them.
an account of these remote Franco-British operations.
An important stage in the war in West Africa was now
The Cameroons Protectorate is situated between British
about to be reached, for a strong Franco-British force,
Nigeria and the French Congo. It has an area of 191,130
square miles, and in 1913 it numbered a population of
under the command of a brigadier -general, commenced
operations at Garua on May 3ist. The action against
about 2,540,000, consisting of Bantu and Soudan negroes,
the place presented great and various difficulties, particularly
governed by some 1,90o whites, most of whom were
German. Fertile soil abounds in the region of the coast,
in regard to transport, Garua being situated far in the
and vegetable productions abound in profusion.
interior, and several hundred miles up the Benue River.
It was the Agadir crisis of
Garua itself being on high
1911, the loud warning
ground, it formed a great
English Miles
note of German aggression,
natural defence which had
o Mao
120
50
0
200
which brought the Cameroons
been strengthened -against
Railways.-_--..
attack by a- series of forts,
into prominence. As a result
FRENCH
of the subsequent treaty
pits, etc., intended to afford
Kuka°
of November 4th, 1911, an
the garrison a last retreat.
Et: Lamy
exchange of territory was
Around the fortifications
effected between French
and for some distance, the
T
R I AL ground was bare and marshy.
equatorial Africa and the
Zane
adjacent German possession,
After continuous bombardostensibly as a compensation
ment, rifle and machine-gun
for German recognition of
fire, which lasted ten days,
t
French political supremacy
the Germans put up the
over Morocco. By this rewhite flag at 4 p.m. on
CA
arrangement of frontiers
Thursday, June loth, and at
Germany gained 107,270
the same time asking for
square miles, and France
full honours of war, and
Crampe
6,45o. But the motive of
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The Victorious British in the Cameroons

Some of the leaders in Britain's war against the German Cameroons. Reading from left to right : Captain Cooke, Brig.—General C--,
and Major Wright. In the background is one of the captured German forts at Garua.

A near triew of the fort at Garua, an important and strongly fortified position in the German Cameroons, recently taken by the French
f
and British forces. Note the forest of bar bed -wireand so m eothe
E mpres
of the ridge.
mpi re's bl ac k patriots atwork on th eest
crest

•
Another view of one of ,the captured forts at clihrua, Wiiich
has been strengthened_
by a series of pits. Garua fell on June 10th after a
•
,
bombardment of ten-days, and a large enemy force, sieved machine—guns, six field—guns, and a quasi-U.4i of ammunition were captured.

Some of the machine and field guns captured from the Germans at Garua. The victorious Franco-British expedition in the
Cameroons has presented the same difficulties as regards transport as General Botha's campaign in South-West Africa, as Garua,
one of the principal' German fortresses, is several hundred miles up country.

More of Britain's spoils of victory. Ammunition and weapons in charge of native soldiers. The rearrangement of the FrancoGerman frontier between the Cameroons and French West Africa which was the outcome of the Agadir crisis, and involved the
surrender of French territory, is being yet again rearranged, this time for the benefit of France and civilisation generally.
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Russian Royalties work while Their

An interminable column of Cossack* in orderly retreat to Brest Litovsk. Inset beneath :Thle
Grand Duchess Tatiana, younger daughter of the Tsar, who has been working for the wound

The "Mr of Russia, with members of his suite, on
his way to inspect some of his troops at the front.
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Soldier Subjects Fight for Slavdom

Russian Lancers call a halt at the edge of a wood in Poland. Inset above : The Tsaritza, who
as a Red Cross nurse, has been rendering great service to her wounded countrymen.

Cossacks arriving in a Vistula village. Right: Grand
Duchess' Olga, the Tsar's elder daughter.

Soldier Subjects Fight for Slavdom

ian Lancers call a halt at the edge of a wood in Poland. Inset above : The Tsaritza, who
a Red Cross nurse, has been rendering great service to her wounded countrymen.

Cossacks arriving in a Vistula village. Right: Grand
Duchess Olga, the Tsar's elder daughter.

Enemy Eyes that Pierce the Pall of Night

Further evidence of the completeness of the huge German war-machine, erected and perfected over a period of forty years for
the express purpose et shattering civilisation. Section of the German Army's searchlight equipment on the march.

Testing one of the large and powerful field searchlights used for "spotting hostile aircraft. These lamps are fitted on speciallybuilt carriages, and a number of them are attached to each army corps. At night time they light up the skies for mites around.

The incessant tramp of innumerable Huns. German infantry marching through a ruined village near Warsaw. The fall of the Polish
capital was but an empty triumph; for the city had been stripped of everything that could , have been of value to the Germans.

The Grim Harvest of Britain New Shells

To left• and right and all around are scattered sandbags, broken logs, ropes, tangled wire, and meadows disembowelled. A waste of ruin
which is only faintly interpreted in prosaic black-and-white photography, this was formerly the scene of a German position, but some
of the new, well-placed British high-explosives have reduced it to chaos, and sent the enemy back an appreciable distance.

Face to the earth or to the sky, stiff drawn or huddled, according as the hand of death has fallen upon them, these German corpses lie
where they have fallen until such time as it is safe for the living to venture out and Commit them toihe tomb, with reverence, raillery, or
indifference, as befits the diverse temperaments of men who walk the path of patriotism with death ever at their side.,

There is an element of rare fantasy about this amazing picture which makes it appear
almost theatrical. In stricken Arras, a town on the French front which has been consistently
shelled for months, a scene of infantile frolic is being enacted in the market—place, opposite
the wrecked cathedral, while the big guns boom beyond. A French soldier is playing the part

of a Chasseur, being dragged along on a toy horse by a group of children who are enjoying
themselves as whole—heartedly as if they were watching the antics of Punch and Judy in the
Luxembourg Gardens far away out of the war zone in wonderful Paris. Such is the spirit
of France—the spirit that is not to be broken or subdued by Beale frightfulness.

The War Illustrated, 28th August, 1315.

n the Alps where War is and War is feared

Some idea of the unique theatre of the Italo—Austrian conflict may be gathered from this striking drawing oy an enemy artist. Weil
protected by great boulders, the Austrians are repelling by macalne—gun and rifia=fire, w th that success so easily demonstrated on
paper, an Italian advance across the Alpine glacier of Presanella.

Switzerland, aithougn pnrased as " Tne island of Peace," is oy no mead endiffereat to tne ep0rcaTtdaa,A.4
e ts.y!arryne rip g round
her Alpine barriers. The Swiss Army, some of whom are seen above in training, is ready ta take the field, but only In the event of
territorial violation. The Republic, by reason of its complex population, may be regarded as the most neutral of all neutrals.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXVI.---The Inspiring Battle of Hooge

A

FTER our heavy guns went south
towards Carency, at the end of
May, 1915, to strengthen the French
batteries which were pounding the famous
fortress of the Labyrinth, our artillery
commanders recovered their confidence.
The result was the brilliant success at
Hooge, in front of Ypres, on Monday,
August 9th, 1915. After the Battle of
Neuve Chapelle some of our artillery
brigadier-generals rather lost their nerve.
This was entirely due to the ignorant
public outcry about the loss of troops at
Neuve Chapelle by our own artillery fire.
But when it was afterwards learned round
Carency that the French troops were often
caught by their own guns, our gunners
regained their more scientific views.

way of doing this—the way that ran
through Hooge towards Menin. For all
these reasons our artillery at the beginning
of August began to take a special interest
in the German position round the chateau,
and the German general brought up some
thousands of sappers to prepare against
the foreseen attack. In some places the
extraordinarily narrow trenches were
deepened to fifteen or twenty feet, to protect the garrison from shrapnel fire. The
dug-outs were even deeper than the
trenches, and were reinforced with timber,
iron sheeting, and thick layers of earth
topped with sandbags. In particular,
there was a mine crater fifty feet deep in
places, caused by a mine exploded by our
engineers the previous month. This was
turned into a shelter for reserve troops.

The enemy's line was captured with
remarkable ease. The Germans remaining alive in the trenches were too dazed
by the shell nee jo make much resistance,
and most of the garrison was-still sheltering in dug-outs excavated below the
trenches. In every hole there were four
or five men waiting for the terrible
bombardment to cease before they
climbed up into the trench to repel the
infantry attack. But so instantaneously
did our infantry follow on the lifting gun
fire that nearly all the Germans in the
dug-outs were surprised by the swiftness
of the assault.

The Great Victory of Impetus

Our men bombed 'their way along the
trench towards the mine crater on the
A Sacrifice for Greater Gain
Britain's Greatest Artillery Effort ridge. Here a German battalion was
They ,came back to Ypres with their
trying to collect for a counter-attack,
minds strengthened and clarified, and all
But when our artillery completed its but our men fought their way into tie
our army soon understood the principal bombardment, by an enormous mass of huge pit with such fury and speed that the
element in the problem underlying every fire at dawn on Monday morning, all the counter-attack never occurred We had
modern attack. Was the infantry ready work of the German engineers was ren- lost Hooge on the last day of July
to lose perhaps a score or so of men by dered useless. Our heavy guns were through the enemy bringing up flame
their own shell fire, in order that their massed in such numbers that the low ridge projectors and burning our men to death.
total casualties might be diminished by of Hooge was churned up by high- In the return battle, therefore, the British
five or ten thousand ? Naturally the explosive shell. It was the most intense soldier came forth with as fierce a fire in
British infantryman preferred to run a and terrible display of artillery force his heart as ever man carried. In the
little risk from his own guns in order to known to our army. It is quite possible crater—a hundred and fifty feet wide in
prevent very heavy losses later. So our that Sir Herbert Flumer, who directed the places and honeycombed with trenches
gunners were able to adopt at Hooge the attack, knew what would happen. He round the lip—our men took their revenge
stern, vigorous tactics which their French opened fire at Hooge at three o'clock in in clean, sharp, deadly hand-to-hand
comrades had been employing for many the morning. Thereby he caught a double fighting. They hunted the. Germans up
months. The idea was to pound the force of Germans, for the enemy were just and down the sides of the wall, crying out
enemy's position until the last possible in the act of-changing the units in the " Give us a chance of a shot
They
fraction of a moment before the charging trenches.
emptied the deg-outs with bombs, and
infantry reached the target. A few men
The German artillery around Ypres was brought up four machine-guns by which
would probably fall under the fire of their clean overpowered for the first time. the users of poison gas and burning petrol
own guns in the last fraction of the critical It will be remembered that in October, were slain when they -tried to escape
second, but their comrades would win the 1914, the Germans had brought a large• from the crater trap. Afterwards, some
German lines at a comparatively slight part of the siege-train used at Antwerp, four hundred German corpses were found
cost of life. We had lost the Chateau of and in the spring of 1915 the giant in and around the crater, but even in the
Hooge at the end of the second Battle howitzers had been reinforced by great heat of the fight a hundred Gerrnan
of Ypres. It was at Hooge that Sir John naval guns, hauled from the Belgian coast prisoners were taken.
French had watched the Worcesters win after our fleet had been driven away
Britain's Supremacy on Land
the first Battle of Ypres in the previous between Ostend and Nieuport. By thus
calculating the extraordinary number of
autumn.
Two more attempts at counter-attackpieces of heavy ordnance which the
The C. -in-C.' s Winning Psychology Germans possessed around Ypres in the ing were defeated without any struggle.
Our splendid gunners caught the German
The new German position near the summer of 1915, some idea will be forces as these were fixing bayonets for a
chateau, only two miles from the shattered formed of the artillery power by which charge, and destroyed them by shell fire.
Flemish city, endangered all the northern the Second British Army dominated the After the affair in the crater, the most
part of our line. Hooge had to be re- Duke of Wurtemberg's forces.
violent infantry action occurred round a
taken if we did not wish to retire from
redoubt which the enemy had built on
Lightning
Infantry
Co-operation
Ypres. As a matter of pure strategy, we
the left of the trenches from which our
ought to have so retired, and put the Ypres
Our guns beat down everything before men had been driven in July by flame
Canal between ourselves and the enemy. them, and then came the infantry move- projectors. The position was recaptured
We should have lost absolutely nothing ment which completed the victory won together with the stables at Hooge, and
of importance from a military point of by our munition factories. While our when the hostile artillery massed again.st
view, and have made our new 'position guns were still pouring thousands of shells the lost German line, the only loss we
practically impregnable. But Sir John into the German trenches the British suffered was some twenty yards of trenches
French is an Irishman, and also some- troops charged. They did not wait for the on the low-lying ground, which were
thing of a psychologist. He knew that bombardment to cease. Our men stormed flattened out by the enemy's shell.
the German public would be amazingly across the ground under an arch of in- It was not designed to occupy this bit
heartened if the ruins of Ypres fell into fernal fire from their own guns. The of trench, because it was seen beforehand
the hands of its soldiers. He therefore infantry knew quite well this time the to be weak ; but in the attack our troops,
held on to the town, in order that the risk they were running, and scarcely a mostly Territorials, captured more than
weight of unenlightened German opinion second elapsed between the lifting of our they had been ordered to do. They were
should tell against the scientific plans of artillery fire and the rush of our infantry amazingly happy, these young soldiers
the German Staff, and compel that Staff over the German sandbags. It was about of the new army. • At last, alter months
to keep hammering without any military a quarter to four in the morning when of struggle against terrible artillery odds,
motive at Ypres.
our gunners lengthened their fuses and they saw that Britain could outclass
Sir John French also desired to relieve lifted on the German reserve position, Germany on land as well as on sea
some of the pressure against the Russians just as the charging battalion swarmed in gun-power. It was this that made the
by attracting large German reinforcements over the first German parapet in an Battle of Hooge one of the most inspiring
against our army. There was only one, irresistible wave.
episodes in the war.
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Eerie Maori War-dance on Gallipoli

The Maoris who landed at Gana Tape, the first Polynesian
troops to fight for the Mother Country, in whom the fighting
spirit of their warlike ancestors still lives, recently gave Turks
within earshot of their trenches'a blood-curdling serenade. After
an inspection by a British general, the Maoris fined up and,

with protruding tongues and a rhythmical slapping of hands,
danced the Maori war-dance. They chanted, now fiercely, now
in an eerie whisper as they danced. The leader of this fierce
performance writes M.A., LL.D. after his name, and speaks better
English than many Englishmen!

•

THE WAR BY
By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

WO transports, filled with troops,
were leaving an English port for
France. As they were moving
out of the harbour they passed close to a
great hospital ship bringing the wounded
home. The soldiers started cheering the
wounded ; the wounded who were on deck
started cheering back. " Go for 'em,
boys," they called. Some pointed to
their bandaged heads, some to their
empty coat-sleeves " Pay them out for
these, ' they called. " Give 'em hell.
We're winning. Keep it up ! "
That is the real spirit of the born fighting man. The wounded cheer and encourage their comrades to victory. It is
because my countrymen are showing,
more than ever to-day, just this spirit
that they are going to win through. Mistakes, shortcomings, misfortunes—all will
be more than atoned for by the spirit of
young England.
A have recently travelled through a
large part of the Eastern Counties, including districts that the war has struck
very hardly. I cannot tell all that I saw
--official regulations forbid. But I can
say this. At every point I found among
the people a keenness, a devotion, and a
determination beyond praise. Munition
factories were working apace. Recruiting
had received a fresh impetus From
point after point I could gaze at the North
Sea and the British ships travelling freely
on it. The very blows Germany has
struck at these counties have but hardened
the resolution of the inhabitants.

T

The Reason of the Pause
Sir George Buchanan, the British Ambassador to Russia, told recently in an
interview at Moscow the reason for our
continued delay in Flanders. We have
not yet sufficient ammunition to provide
for the great requirements of our troops
in the Gallipoli Peninsula and to enable
us to be certain of carrying through a
decisive advance against the strong
defensive German works facing our
western front. Since the problem of the
Dardanelles is the more urgent, Flanders
has to wait.
No one questions the gain that would
have resulted from an advance in Flanders
in July-August. At one moment it
seemed almost certain that this would
take place. The roads were at their best,
and the enemy were at their weakest,
owing to the transfer of troops for the
campaign against Russia. Fortunately
there are still some weeks of excellent
weather ahead. The shortage of munitions is being rapidly righted. Every
day fresh supplies, pouring in from
America, from the Dominions. and from
home help to redress the balance in our
favour. We are already able, at selected
paints such as Hooge, to overwhelm the
enemy fire.- Before long we will have
more men, more guns andb better guns and
an equality of high - explosives. Then
things should begin to happen.
Every day that vie have to wait for
this is a loss — a loss in men, a loss of
prestige, and a loss of health. The
sooner our troops get out of the low-lying,
water-polluted. Flanders area the better
for us. The present position may be
summed up as inconclusive, sporadic
fighting, with a steady draining away of
trained men and nothing much accomplished. This is admittedly bad, but

bad as it is, we must endure it for a little
time longer.
The retirement of the Russian Army
has been an amazing military feat. But
there is still much cause for uneasiness
here. The Germans are steadily advancing from south and north on Brest
Litovsk.
The Russian Peril
The fall of Kovno, the mighty fortress
to the north, w.11 seriously weaken the
Russian right and assist the German plan
of driving the Russian armies back on
the great marsh lands which are their
greatest peril. Brest Litovsk, the heart
of the new Russian defence, should prove
a very hard nut for the Germans. It is
very difficult to surround it, and the
swampy condition of the neighbourhood
makes it hard for the Germans to find
emplacements for their heavy artillery
there.
Appalling Lists of Casualties
The Germans are paying very heavily
for their success in the east, far more
heavily than is generally realised. The
figures that reach me from well-informed
sources of the losses to both sides during
the battles of July-August are so appalling that I hesitate to publish them. It
remains to be seen how far the heavy
German loss in men will tell on later
moves. A year ago we heard far too
much of possible German exhaustion.
To-day, however, it may be that we are
hearing too little. There is a limit in the
total of casualties that a nation can endure
while retaining its full efficiency. France
found this in the days of Napoleon, and
the downfall of his Empire was due,
not alone -to the unity of his enemies,
but to the fact that the best blood of his
nation had gone. History sometimes
repeats itself.
The prospect that the Balkan States
will throw in their lot with the Allies
has never been so bright as now. We
have had so many disappointments, and
there have been so many quick changes,
that even yet we cannot allow ourselves
to be over-confident.
The Shadow on the Balkans
Rumania, Bulgaria, and Greece hang
in the balance, and the balance is slowly
dipping towards us. The Central Powers
may, if things go as we anticipate, seek
to save Turkey and to protect themselves by a quick, heavy blow in the
Balkans. They will find a serious military
problem confronting them. Serbia has
recovered her wind, and has been provided
afresh with arms and munitions of war.
Rumania can throw into the field an
army of several hundred thousand men,
thoroughly equipped, and splendidly provided with artillery. Bulgaria is longing
for an opportunity to wipe out the
memories of her military disaster in 1913,
The people of Greece displayed unexpected fighting efficiency in their last
war ; they are enthusiastic for us,- if
their Government has hesitated. The
Balkan States, working in harmony, ought
to be able not only to hold up any German
forward movement in the direction of
Turkey until the surrender of Constantinople is won, but also ought to be able
to punish the armies sent against them.
Meanwhile the operations in the Dardanelles proper are going forward steadily

and surely. We are, in effect, attempting
the siege of a powerful fortress. A siege
train is necessary. The Japanese at
Tsingtau first surrounded the - German
fortress, then placed overwhelmingly
powerful artillery in position, and then,
by a few days' continuous bombardment,
wiped out the defensive strength and
enabled the final advance to be made
successfully. The same thing may well
be repeated on the Gallipoli Peninsula.
But the process of isolating the enemy's
positions, bringing out a heavy siege
train, and making all ready necessarily
takes time,
A disaster such as the sinking of the
Royal Edward by an enemy submarine
in the ZEgean, while a cause for regret
and sorrow, is no justification for depression. There are two kinds of disasters
in war, those due to faults, to lack of
foresight, to the failure of men, and those
due to the accidents of war. The lack
of shells is an example of the first of
these. That is a cause for shame. The
sinking of the Royal Edward is a disaster
of another kind. Our men died doing
:their duty, through no fault of themselves or their fellows. The surprise is,
not that one transport has been sunk,
but that so many hundreds have accomplished their journeys in safety during
the war. For that, the Army gladly
acknowledges its indebtedness to the
splendid work of the British Navy
The German Need for Haste
Germany must make haste if she hopes
to win this war. Haste is not only
desirable for her but essential. Every
week now enables the Allies to develop
their resources more fully and to organise
themselves better. Every week makes
the strain on the German nations greater
Hence we may expect between now and
the beginning of October a fury of attack
beyond anything known before. There
will almost certainly be numerous attempts at Zeppelin raids on England,
raids intended to destroy our munition
works, break up our strategic points,
such as railways and docks, and to alarm
our people. A desperate effort will be
made to revive the submarine war. The
Russian campaign will be pressed on
with all possible speed. Our Flanders ,
front may be left comparatively alone,
while some easier points of land war are
tackled. Germany has still her main
Fleet untouched. It is unthinkable that
this should remain continuously idle in
the culminating fighting ahead. The
Fleet will probably be used for a big
movement in the Baltic.
When the man in the street hears, as
he will hear in the coming month, of
raids here, of advances there, and of
the furious attacks of great armies somewhere else, he may well retain his calm
of mind. The end of this war is not yet
settled. We have riot yet reached the
moment when we can take our ease or
encourage easy complacency. But we
have reached the position where we can
refuse to allow ourselves to be disturbed
by local sets-back or by isolated disasters,
Time is fighting for us.
"THE WAR BY AIR."

The above feature has been unavoidably
held over from this issue.
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Pictorial Paragraphs from the Story of the War

Well-kept quarters of a sergeant-major. At a few points along the British front there
are well-built, neatly arranged dug-outs, which contrast pleasant y with the uncomfortable trenches. Right : Death's " dug-out." A German crematorium in Poland.

Glasgow naval recruits in training at the Crystal Palace quenching their thirst at
the new hygienic drinking fountain. Right : Guarding the Swiss frontier. Small
bells are fastened to the wire netting to give an alarm at n'ght-time.

Enforced " kultur" to impress the natives of Namur. German band playing in' the market-place to their only audience, a group
of small children, who endure this form of enlightenment with infantile philosophy. Right : Hospital barge on a Belgian canal.
Seriously wounded soldiers are thus transported to the hospital ships with the minimum of discomfort.
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1-1-:171__ENVAR BY SEA f
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

HE destruction of the German mining caust there would have been. There operations are continuing, ample naval
vessel Meteor is all to the good, have been times in peace when we had, and military forces being available on
and I should not be surprised if this four times as many destroyers on the the spot." Another was that " the
ship had something to do with the mines Mediterranean station before the reduction flexible had her forward control position
on the Archangel route. At the begin- of armaments policy set in. • Had this hit by a heavy Shell, and requires repairs."
ning of May I wrote in this column that submarine attack happened, we shbuld We now know for the first time that the
" we must expect the Germans to make a probably have had the facts suppressed great battle-cruiser struck a mine, and
determined effort to lay mines on the and another priceless comment like we we do not know it through any despatch
route from Scotland to Archangel in the had when three battleships were lost or official communication but through
White Sea." The censorship supplies us through drifting mines on March r8th, the honours which, if I know the NaVy,
with very little news, but reports came that the losses of ships were caused by would have sent the Service wild if they
in that the Germans had met with some mines drifting with the current which had been withheld. I say in a frank and,
measure of success in the summer months. were encountered in areas hitherto swept friendly spirit that the new Government
Ori August r2th Reuter's published an clear, and this danger will require special and the new Admiralty will have" to be
interview with a gentleman who had been treatment." That was the statement sincere in their dealings with the public,
to Archangel with the City's gift of motor- issued by the Secretary of the Admiralty, and abandon the methods of their preambulances. He had seen an American for we have never had the Admiral's decessors if they want to gain confidence.
vessel, with her name painted in large despatch. We were also told in that I reserve some comments on the fact that
letters on her side, blown up by a mine. account by the Admiralty two things we only attempted a demonstration in
He added that " the Germans are making which in Parliamentary language were the Gulf of X
near Bi
during these
desperate efforts to prevent traffic with notable for their economy of the truth. operations, and now in August we have
Russia by this route, and the dauntless
corrected our mistake by landing there.
courage of the mine-sweepers who, regard- Economy of the Truth
I content myself now with remarking
Why do we now learn for the first time that when we landed we threatened' no
less of the consequences, endeavour to
keep this road clear for the supply of
that the Inflexible was damaged by a mine communications and could only hold the
our ally deserve the fullest recognition." on March r8th, the day of disasters ? enemy. Where we have now landed we
threaten the only road close to the coast.
It is impossible to resist the conclusion
that the 'submarines were left out of the
picture, and it was believed that the ships
day and night could dominate the narrow
neck and so prevent supplies.

T

When Submarine Meets Submarine

The Teutonised Tura alert for British submarines. Scene aboard a Turkish vessel in
the Sea of Marrnora.

Prevention is, however, better than cure,
and the efforts of our patrol craft and
destroyers, backed by fast cruisers,
should also be recognised, for they are
the vessels that put terror in the heart
of the mine-layer and the submarine,
Destroyers and the Dardanelles
The pity is that, we are all doo short of
destroyers, a loss for which we have to
thank the politicians who so steadily
deceived the House of Commons in past
years. Just glance at the Dardanelles
despatches concerning the landing on
six separate beaches on April 24th and
25th. They were published on August
Ith, or long after the War Office published Sir Ian Hamilton's despatch concerning the same events. Only eight
destroyers for the defence of warships
crowded with troops and a number of
transports I Supposing the German submarines had surprised us then instead of
a month later, when the Triumph and the
Majestic were torpedoed. What a holo-

On that day the French lost a battleship
and we lost two merely because the
Admiralty had not the prevision to make
provision against floating mines. We
now know because honours have to be
awarded and because Mr. Balfour is
First Lord. That fact alone has breathed
a new spirit into the Navy, and I hope he
will look back and see if there have not
been other occasions where honours ought
to have been granted but were not because
the Admiralty did not desire facts to come
out which in the public interest ought to
have come out. Where are now the
despatches of March r8th ? If the public
think all sorts of expediency arrangements go on in between in altering
despatches, the Admiralty will only have
themselyes to thank. While the new
Board is trusted, it will have to live down
a good deal of the reputation it has
inherited.
'There must also be no economy of the
truth, such as the official Admiralty
statement of March ii)th that " the

One half of the twelve Austrian destroyers have now been eliminated by war,
and in all probability others have fallen
victims to accidents of navigation. Whatever may be the remainder, we may be
sure that " the terror," which we hope
to establish with the German submarines,
is already gripping the Austrian. Some
surprise has been expressed that an
Italian submarine should have sunk an
Austrian. The question is asked " How
do they see each other ? " The reason
lies in that very point I have made a
good deal of—viz., the risks of navigation.
To avoid them the submarine must act
from time to time as a surface vessel,
and this is especially the case when
proceeding out of her own mined harbours,
where she must also avoid being taken
for an enemy submarine. If an Italian
submarine can sit down comfortably on
the mud outside such a harbour, there
is nothing to prevent it torpedoing the
enemy submarine as she comes out. No
detective microphones will give her away
as her engines will not be working. In
fact, properly used, the submarine is the
best offensive weapon against the submarine, since she carries the offensive
right up to the enemy's base to waylay
him as he goes out or comes back. At
such points the enemy dare not act as a
submarine below the surface because of
the risks of navigation and the panic
caused if he is mistaken for a hostile
vessel. We do not know how many
German submarines had succeeded in
reaching Turkish waters but there this
difficulty in his operations will be accentuated, as he is new to the locality.
Our Vary of the War.—This is now
published in carefully revised monthly instalments in THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, and
not from week to week as in the earlier
numbers. It is thus made more useful for
future reference.
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How the U Boat Terror wreaks Destruction

Remarkable photograph taken from a German submarine of a
ship being actually torpedoed. The dreaded trail of silver is the
track of the torpedo, and the column of water is the effect of the
torpedo striking its mark.

seen through
through the magic periscope. Large objects directly within
the range of the glass show prominently in the centre circle,
while the horizon runs round the outer circle.

Whence destruction is wrought. A glimpse into the two torpedo—
tubes of a German submarine, showing a portion of the
intricate mechanism that releases the torpedo.

Where the deadly torpedo is created. Scene in a German munitions factory, showing in
the foreground a projectile ready for use.

Looking for an unsuspecting
ship. German at a U boa.
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Captain Francis A. C. Scrimger. V.C. of the Canadian Army
Captain Philip yceame. Royal Engineers, won the Victoria
Medical Service, was in charge of a' dressing station in some
Cross for checking the enemy at Neuve Chapelle, and for
faros buildings which were being heavily shelled. Under this
rescuing a wounded brother officer under heavy shell and
fierce fire he directed the removal of the wounded, and he himself
rifle fire.
carried out a severely wounded officer, remaining with him under
Lance - Corporal William Angus gained his V.C. for
fire until further help arrived. Continuously, day and night,
rescuing Lieut. Martin under heavy bomb and rifle fire,
Captain Scrimger displayed the greatest devotion to Isis duty.
although he was himself wounded in no fewer than forty
Midshipman G. L. Drewry received his V.C. for extraordinary
places. Lieist. Martin comes from the same Scottish village
bravery during the landing of the troops in Gallipoli. He
as the hero.
assisted Commander Unwin, V.C. , at the work of securing
Seaman George McKenzie Samson, Royal Naval Volunteer
the lighters under heavy rifle and machine-gun fire. He was
Reserve, is the first seaman to win the Victoria Cross for
wounded in the head by a piece of shrapnel, but continued his
fifty years. He gained the coveted decoration for working
work. and twice subsequently atten pted to swim from lighter to lighter
all day under heavy fire, though seriously wounded, during the landing
with a line.
on Gallipoli.

Capt. F. A. C. SCRIMGER, Medica
Officer, 14th Royal Montreal Regt.,
awarded the V.C. for directing
the removal of wounded at Ypres
under heavy fire

lures Lewes os tne Dardanelles. Sub.-Lieut. W. B. WALKER, who was
commended for service in action ; Midshipman G. L. DREWRY, awarded
the V.C. for great bravery during the historie landing ; and Surgeon P. B.
KELLY, who was awarded the D.S.A. for attending to seven hundred and
- fifty men while wounded.

AHUDADAD, 129th Bemoan, who nas
M a, j ear .,t,
r ed y
d e aVettoonn aw treons s seiovrerehlis
y
's now in a hospital in Egypt.

seaman GEGitriE fir SAIPSON, Royal haver Volunteer
Reserve, only the second lower-deck hero to be awarded
the 'Victoria Cross in the history of the decoration. He
worked all day under heavy fire,on Gallipoli.

Capt. P. NEAME, Royal Engineers,
who won his V.C. for his bravery
in action at Neuve Chapelle when
he rescued a brother officer under
heavy fire.

Lame - r,orporm W. ANGUS, a Scottish
Territorial, and a well-known sportsman,
who gained his V.C. for rescuing an officer
under fire.

